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Tile Paper for People who Careabout the West

1984 may bea Wilderness Year
________ hy Ed Marston

Ronald Reagan could become
known as the Wilderness

. President. He could easily
end up signing more wilderness
legislation into law than any other
chief executive. He would set' this
record for historic reasons .. 1984 is
ripe for a floodof state wilderness bills
to pass the Congress .. whoever .is
president.

States as geographicaHy distant as
New Hampshire and California, as
ideologically different as Wisconsin
and Utah, as climatically different as
Arizona and North Carolina -- could all
have' wilderness legislation before
1984 is over:

This ripeness for action was
created mainly by an irritated reaction
to repeated looks at roadless, potential
wild lands, first in RARE I, then in
RARE II, and most recently in 50-year
plans for 154National Forests. Elected
officials especially would like to clear
away the 'issue. For example,
Wyoming's conservative Republican

~ congressman, Richard Cheney, said
recen tIy: ,. My main desire in life is to
get one (a Wyoming wilderness bill)
done."

Generic impatience with the slow
wilderness pace was reinforced last
year by a California court ruling thai
the nation's second roadless area
review - RARE II - was fatally flawed ..
The federal Circuit Court of Appeals in
California decreed that the RARE II
EIS gave short shrift to wilderness

, J

values. The court said the Forest
Service had rejected prime wilderness
candidates.

The ruling brought a quick
response from John Crowell, the
assistant secretary of agriculture in
charge of the Forest Service. He said
that a defective RARE II naturally
required RARE III. 'He told the 154
National Forests to stop work on their
Fifty Year Plans and begin re-

~examining all roadless areas.
That made state' wilderness bills

very popular in some circles becausea
state wilderness bill represents a
vaccination against RARE III. A part
of each state wilderness bill is a
statement saying that RARE II was
legal and sufficient for that state. The
states of Colorado, New Mexico,
Missouri and Alaska -- which have

state wilderness bills - will not be
subjected to RARE Ill. Nor will states
that pass wilderness bills in the next
session of Congress.

RARE III is a horrifying specter to
ail sides of the wilderness question. It
would cost the Forest Service millions,
and cause industry.xitizen groups and
local and state government to attend
yet more rounds of public hearings
and prepare yet - more reams of
testimony and maps.

Crowell says his RARE III order
was' simply a way to obey the court
decision. Environmental opponents of

. the former lumber company executive
view his decision more darkly. Some
say he' wants to reopen the roadless
area question so .the Forest Service

[Continued on page 6]

S\Vf;t~ How Lake Powell almost broke free of Glen Canyon Dam
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Inside a Glen Canyon tunnel spd/way ufter the
summer's flooding. The white concrete tunnel
lining is intact at the top and the rear. But in the
foreground, the lining has been tom away:and.the
river has been excavating the sandstone 'bedrock. '
The pipes and scaffolding are part of the. repair
process.
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, Also in thi~ issue IS a 'long storY on.'
the effect this summer's flooding had
on the upper basin's Glen Canyon
Dam .. It's by Tom Wolf, the former
head of the Wyoming Outdoor Council
and a Bureau brat .. a person who
grew up in a Bureau of Reclamation
family and who' absorbed both that
culture' and, later 00" the. environ-
mental culture. We think it's an
extraordinary adventure story packed
with meaning for our time. We're not
at 'all bashful about hyping this story --
it should be read by everyone interest-
ed in the West.

The story was paid for out of the
HCN Research Fund, which is the
subject" of a replenishment drive at
this very time. Their drive' turn's our
daily trips to the Post Office into an
adventure. We still drag back daily
newspap.ers from around the region, ..
all of which run the same wire service
stories, along with a dribbling of
'local' copy. But now we also bring
back a packet of postage-paid
envelopes containing tax deductible
donations and pledges to help us turn
out a paper that is 100 percent,
non-wire service.

As a result of our readers' genero-

The holiday season is historically a
time. of indulgence, so on page 5 we
indulge ourselves with a full page of
Bulletin Board items .. At first we saw
such items as fillers .. something to
use in thin weeks and to dispense with
when we had lots of 'real' copy.. ,

But over the months' we have come
to see the Bulletin Board as far more
important..We are flooded each week
with press releases; reports, notices of
upcoming meetings, interesting arti-
cles in magazines, and the like. Out of
that flood emerges a poinrilisr picture
of an area that is both active and cohe-
sive despite the handicaps . of
enormous distances aggravated this
time of the year by snowy roads.

The Bulletin Board is where this
dispersed community gets to post its 3
by 5 file cards. For several weeks
we've been stockpiling items, telling
ourselves we would tack them up next
issue. This week, again facing a
surplus of real copy, we admitted next
issue would never come unless we
made it come. Hence, the full page of
small-print items.

I.

Carol Mazerall, Robert Monie '
Stockton, California

Otto Kopp
Harlem, Montana

BillHubber
Helena, Montana

Fred Burritt
Hotchkiss, Colorado

Robert Kerr, Emily Calhoun
Boulder, Colorado

Fred Reirnherr
Salt Lake Ciry, Utah

Steve Scharosch
Bosie, Idaho

Julia Hailey
Westminster, Colorado

J .T. Hoag, Regine Hoag
Grosse Pointe, Michigan

Carton C. Long
Boulder, Colorado

Mr. and Mrs. D.H. Richter
Winston, New Mexico

Jack Johns
Somers, Montana

Judy Hutchins
Heron, Montana

Mr. and Mrs. Don Snow
Orangeville, Utah

Sherry Schenk
Grand Junction, Colorado

Robert Benson
Missoula, Montana

Bud Vest
Montrose, Colorado

Stasia W. Davison
Englewood, Colorado

Tim Armstrong
Delta, Colorado

David G. Ebner
Denver, Colorado

Kirkwood Cunningham
Lakewood, Colorado

Bruce Berger
Aspen, Colorado

Mr. and Mrs. David 'Wilson
Durango, Colorado

Peter Sartucci
Fort Collins, Colorado

suy, we are one quarter of the way
toward our $20,000 goal -- a goal set
by looking at last year's total. If your
brown-hued contribution appeal is' still
cluttering up your desk, we hope you
willmake things at home a little tidier,
and HCN a little more secure, by
mailing it back to us with a check.

--the staff

Thank you,
Research Fund
contributors!
John Isaacs .
Aspen, Colorado

Bill Hedden
Moab, Utah

" Kusa Research Foundation
Ojai, California

Tim DeYoung
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Christopher Trask
Apache J unction, Arizona

Harold Coyle J r.
Acton, Massachusetts

Mrs. Walter Ackerman
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Richard Mellon
Boise, Idaho

James Dewey
Boulder, Colorado

W.L. Jones
Boulder, .Colorado

J. Markle Austin
Tucson, Arizona

/ Dr. and Mrs. S.B. Mulaik
Salt Lake City, Utah

Florence C. Graham
Grand J unction, Colorado

Ron Watters
Pocatello, Idaho

David Schroeder
Eugene, Oregon

Brian Peters
'Saguache, Colorado

Deborah Hayes
. Boulder, Colorado

Paul Douglas
Paonia, Colorado

Jane Anderson, MD
Boulder, Colorado

Katie Lee
Jerome, Arizona

]: Alan iyiye;~- .'
Abilene, 'Kansa~
~

o ~"lf ~"'-
~L ,r

John and Ruth Sledd
Window Rock, Arizona

Susan Harvey
Riverton.. Wyoming

Nick Novich
Twin Bridges, Montana

Boh Landis
Billings, Montana"

Darryl Trevarton
Longmont, Colorado

Linda Bridges
Englewood, Colorado

Dr. and Mrs. Oliver Scott
Casper, Wyoming

Mr. and Mrs. W.O. Nice
Newport Beach, California

Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Munson
Boise, Idaho

Candi Harper
Woody Creek, Colorado

Tony ana Meredith Taylor
Meeteetse, Wyoming- .

Mr. and Mrs. D.R. Thompson
Denver, .Colorado

Judith McBride
Frisco, Colorado

Robert and Linda Keiter
Laramie, Wyoming

Irene Wallin·
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Rancher fights missiles. with a six-shooter
I . ,

Last year, 82.year.old Dave
McDonald packed his brown Samson-
ire suitcase, loaded two .30·.30 .rifles
and a month's supply,of groceries into
his pickup truck, and drove illegally
onto White Sands Missile Range. He
parked at his old ranchhouse, never
expecting that his defiance would
finally result ip a Senate hearing.
. But that hearing took place

November IS before the Senate Public
Lands subcommittee of the Energy
and Natural Resources Committee.,

The issue centers around the U.S.
Army's method of acquiring about
$I.5 million acres of land in central
New Mexico in the 1940s. The Army
needed a. safe area for weapons
testing, including the first detonation
of the atomic bomb. .

Some' 90 ranching families who'
were forced off their ranches claim
they never were fairly compensated
for their holdings, which consisted of a
small amount of private I land and
larger portions of state and federal
land. The ranchers paid annual lease
fees for use of the state and federal
land.

When 'the government took the
land, the ranchers were told they
could move back after 20 years or
when the war ended, subject to the
discretion of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. ,During this time, the
government paid the displaced
ranchers for use of the land. The
ranchers' wetenot offered any
relocation funds.

"They just told them ro gather
their possessions and their Iivesrock
and get out," said Dave McDonald's
niece, Mary, of nearby Carrizozo. "It
was during calving season, the worst
time of the year. Mo;t of themhad to
sell out at a loss, and they couldn't get
loans because the banks wouldn't
accept the ranches as collateral.'

In 1970, the Corps of Engineers
decided the missile range, which had
become a highly-restricted defense
installation, was a permanent fixture.
The lease agreements with the
ranchers were" terminated and con-,
demnation proceedings on their
private holdings began. Twenty-nine
court cases followed, contesting the
condemnations. They are' still in
litigation.

Disgusted and fed up .with the
legal process, McDonald, along with
his niece, in October 1982, took on the
military. They drove through a
wide-open gate onrorhe range and set
up camp at Dave's old house. Armed
with guns, they were determined to
stay until someone-paid _attention to
their grievances,

After three and one·half days, the
two left the range in the company of
Rep. Joe Skeen (R·N.M.), Bob Jones,
president of the New Mexico Cattle
Growers' Association and then-
Senator -Harrison Schmitt (R·N.M.).
At that time a full-scale federal
investigation was promised.
. The government has claimed that

since the bulk of land that makes up
ranching units is public, the ranchers
have no claim to it .. they leased it
from, the government and when the
leases were terminated nothing else
was owed them.

The ranchers maintain that a small
parcel of private land is small in value
compared to the worth of a ranching
unit, which consists of private, state
and federal land. They contend the
value of the unit should be considered
when appraisals ate made and that
they should be compensateC! for the

Dave McDonald, armed and determined
to get the government's attention in 1982,

unit; not each individual type of land.
During the Nov. IS congressional

hearing, Alamogordo rancher G.B.
Oliver said the government's action
sets a dangerous precedent. .

"The government cancels your
BLM permit, buys your deeded land
and improvements, and the state will
cancel your st~te leases because you

no longer have a ranch unit," he said.
"If what has happened on White

Sands Missile Range is right, there
isn't a rancher in the United States
whocan't be swallowed up just like we
were in a matter of weeks," he added.
(Ranchers were given five months to
evacuate.)

In an effort to help the ranchers,
Skeen has introduced a bill that calls
for additional compensation to be
based on the current livestock
carrying-capacity of the ranch units
taken for the missile range. That
wouldamount to about $40million, he
said.

Congressional consideration of the
billwill probably take place next year.
But Sen. Pete Domenici (R·NM),who
is a member of the Public Lands
subcommittee, assured the 29 ranch-
ers who made the recent trip to
Washington that he would do what he
could to ensure them fair treatment.

Acknowledging that when the land
was taken, most of the ranchers were
middle-aged and now they are elderly,
Dornenici said: "We surely don't want
more people dying before we get this
resolved. "

.. Nancy Harbert

·Fighting for a lost-dream
Dave McDonald thought there was

only one way to make a living when .he
and his two brothers bought land in
New Mexico's Tularosa Basin in 1924.
He wanted to be a rancher:

And that is what he did until the
1940s when the federal government
asked him' and about 90 other ranching
families to move off their ranches' so
the government could use the area to
test defense weapons.

"AllI ever wanted was to have my
ranch back," says .McDonald, who
lives in Socorro. Instead, he has spent
the past 40 years as a security .guard
and laundryman, and has mowed
- lawns, chopped weeds or dug ditches
to support his family. Reluctantly; he
and the other displaced ranchers have'
accepted that their ranches always will
be a part of the White Sands Missile
Range.

All, they want now is fair
compensation for their holdings.

After a recent trip to Washrngton

D.C. where he testified during a
Senate subcommittee hearing,
McDonald said he was optimistic that
once and for all, fair. payinent would
be paid to the ranchers. Although
government records show the elderly
rancher has been' paid $269,571 in
lease payments on state and federal
land and for the purchase of 640 acres
ofland, McDonald claims he returned
most of the government checks.

"I only accepted money when I had
to., " he said.

McDonald, who gained national
attention a year ago when he
reoccupied his ranchhouse on the
highly-restricted missile' range, said if
he is not satisfied with the
governmenr's actions this time, he will
return to his homestead.

His fellow displaced ranchers have
said they would join him .. and that
the trip would not be merely symbolic,
but they would all go in'to stay.

-N.H.

Clark is confirmed, but ...
As expected, the Senate confirmed

Wiliam Clark. as Secretary of the
Interior on November 17, but the
near-approval of a senate resolution
may have been the more interesting
event of the day. The Sense of the
Senate Resolution called for the
repudiation of Jam.!'s Watt's, policies
at the Interior Department: In a close,
near partyline vote, the resolution was
defeated 42 to 48 on a motion to table.
According to the Wall Street] oema!
and the Sierra Club National News
Report, .White House sources and
environmental observers agreed that
even a close vote on the resolution
would be interpreted as a rebuttal of
the administration's environmental
policies. Following the resolution
defeat, Clark was confirmed by a vote
of 71 to 18.

Here·s. how wesJern senators
voted: Wallop (R·WY), Simpson

(R.wy), McClure (R·!D), Symms
(R.!D) , Hatch (R·Ul), Garn (R·Ul) ,
Armstrong (R·CO) , Domenici (R·NM),
Hecht (R·NV) and Laxalt (R·NV)
supported the administration, voting
against the resolution and for Clark's
confirmation,

Melcher (D.Ml) , Baucus (D·Ml)
and Bingaman (D·NM) took the
middle ground, voting for the
resolution but also for Clark's
confirmation. Hart (D·CO), Pryer
(D·AZ)and Bumpers (D·AZ)voted for,
the resolution and' against Clark's
confirmation, '

As for James G. Watt, 'he!
has been hired by brewer Joseph'
Coors as a "visiting distinguished'
,fellow in energy and natural
resources" ar, the Heritage Foun.'
dation. The Foundation is an ultra;
conservative, Washington.based think
tank.- ..Mary Moran

/
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Oil and sun don't mix

Those who fear that the oil
industty will come to dominate the
renewable energy industry can
breathe a bit easier today. Exxon Oil is
selling its solar energy company due
to what it sees as poor future
prospects. Its subsidiary, called
Solar Power Corporation, sold about
300 kilowatts of photovoltaic cells in
1982, most to be used to power
isolated equipment in Middle Eastern
countries. According to Renewable
Energy News, analyists blame Solar
Power's failure on the international
marketing approach the firm took and
rhe large overhead imposed by a very
large firm. The abandonment of the
phorovolraic field. is not a first for
Exxon. The oil company has also
attempted to diversify into office
systems, electrical parts, mining, and
oil shale, all with little success.

Miners get productive
:------,."
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If Colorado mrnes are an
indication, then the West's coal
indusrry is far safer and productive
than it was one year ago. Total'
producrion through October is down
from 15,5 million tons in 1982 to 14
million tons in 1983 .. a 10 percent
drop. But deaths are down from three
in 1982 to one this year. And injuries
have been halved, from 234 in 1982 to
110 this year.

Productivity is way up. Last year
each of Colorado's 3260 miners
averaged 21 tons of coal per day. This
year its 2711 miners are averaging 25
tons of coal per day.

The statistics indicate that, on
average, the least productive. most
dangerous mines and miners have
been shutdown or laid off as
Colorado's coal mine employment
declined from 1980's 4200 people to
today's 2700.

Denver residents also love their
moms.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
has had a survey done of Denver-area
residents in connection with a study of
the region's water needs. The Corps'
contractor found that people' don't.
think the cost of their water should be
doubled to encourage' conservation.
They also found that people prefer
voluntary restrictions on water use to
mandatory restrictions. Perhaps most
surprisingly" the people also want
enough water reserves to see them
through droughts. Finally, they're
willing to see their water companies
tunnel under the Continental Divide to
remove additional water from, Galor.'
ado's Western Slope. The scie~tific
survej( was conducted by Ph.D. David
Price, an employee of Entercom, Inc.
of Denver.
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She's a fighter for -SuperfundHOTliNE
Hopi-Navajo clasb

The Hopi and Navajo tribes are
clashing again, this time over a coal
severance tax the Hopis wish to
impose nn Black Mesa, Arizona coal
sold to Peabody Coal. The coal is
jointly owned by the Hopis and
Navajos. The latter tribe and Peabody
have protested the 4 percent and up
taX to the Interior Dept.

Frank De Felippo, a mining
engineer from Golden, Colorado
chairs the State Affairs Committee
which blocked Colorado's participa-
tion in Superfund.

He defends his committee's
intransigence on several grounds.
First, De Felippo said the state needs
to take time to determine the cost and
benefits of cleaning up Colorado's
toxic waste sites .. 250 of which have
been targeted for Superfund.

"A year ago, trading stamps was a
sexy issue," he said. "You have all
these issues and everybody wants to
hop on the bandwagon not caring how
much money they spend. Personally, I
think that's poor government. '!

His other objections 'center around
what he calls a "hastily-drawn
resolution" and the lack of time for
hearings. Pushing through the
resolution of federal-state coopera-

contaminated debris on a lot within
Commerce City.

De Filippo (R.Golden) says the
resolution allowing the Colorado
Health Department to work with EPA
was "ramrodded through the process,
which is not healthy for the state."

Ezzard i says, "That's preposter-
ous. This kind of agreement with EPA
has been negotiated and discussed for
yeats."

Ezzard represents a portion of
Arapahoe County that is a part of the
Cherry Creek Water and Sanitation
District, whose 'major aquifer lies
underneath the Lowry Landfill. She

.and others worry that rainfall and
flooding could cause seepage of
chemical waste into the aquifer -- if it
hasn't already done so.

"I think it's in the best interest of'
the people of Colorado to prevent
groundwater contamination thats
going to be harmful to health,
particularly when it's not going to cost
us a dime.

"Why (Carl 'Bev') Bledsoe
(Speaker of the House) continues to
assign environmental legislation to the
House State Affairs Committee, which

. is the committee known as the 'Burial
Ground' for some bills, remains a
mystery/to me," she says.

Ezzard hopes a new resolution,
which she expects to be introduced in
January, 1984, will finally allow the
state to participate in the Superfund
program. She also supports a lO-cent-
a-ton tax on hazardous waste
generation to raise money for a

'.

It's a mystery to Colorado Senator
Martha' Ezzard (R-Englewood) why
the state legislature has blocked
passage of a resolution allowing the
health department to cooperate with
EPA in the Superfund program.

"If we don't participate, wewill be
the only state in the nation not doing
so.- It doesn't require any funding
right now. The bill to participate in
Superfund has no appropriation in it.
All we need is legislative intent."

The resolution died in Represen-
.tative (Frank) De Filippo's State
Affairs committee- twice, Once
without a hearing. To Martha
Hazzard, "The problem" is 99%
political." Besides chairing the
Senate's Majoriry Caucus, Ezzard is
the vice-chairwoman of the legisla-
ture's interim committee on hazardous
waste. At the committee's October 25
meeting in Denver, Ezzard expressed
dismay over the inability of the state to
-reaurhorize a state-EPA agreement so
that federal Superfund dollars could
be used to begin cleaning up twO of
the most toxic waste sites in Colorado.
There are seven other abandoned
sites. '

Passed twice hy the Senate
unanimously, the resolution would
have approved the acceptance of
$300,000worth of no-strings-attached
aid to plan the clean-up of the Central
City/Clear Creek dump. Its hazardous
wastes are left over from gold mines
near Idaho Springs. The other target
for clean-up is Woodbury Chemical,
an inactive pesticide plant that left

Mudslide spinoff
Small town merchants often wish

that their big town competitors would
disappear. In the case of Price, Utab,
that dream came true.

It carne true thanks to a gigantic
mudslide which closed Highway 6
through Spanish Fork canyon in Utah.
The mudslide incidentally created a
new reservoir for Utah. But more
important to Price merchants, it .cut
the coal town off from the Provo-Orern .
metropolitan area. Price shoppers
wanting to reach the malls in

.Provo-Orem had to drive almost five
hours instead of 90minutes.

The result was an April to
November boom for Price retailers
despite closed coal mines which gave
the Price area the higbest unemploy-
ment rate in Utah. That retail boom is
abour to end with the reopening of
Highway 6 from Price to Utah Valley.

Although the retail merchants may
not welcome the opening, the
restaurants, motels and gas stations in
and around Price will. They were hit
hard by rhe loss of tourist rraffic
through the town.

Mine closure
looks permanent

Colorado Superfund. Twenty-nine
other states, she points out, already
have their own mechanisms for taxing
industry to' clean up toxic waste sites.

''I'm not going to twiddle my
thumbs and wait around till the
federal government appropr iates
money. Of the '16,000 sites, for
example, nationally, we have enough
money (in federal Superfund) to clean
up about 170 of them. So if we want' to
make industry responsible, we need to
have industry help pay and put aside
some money for a Colorado Super-
fund. "

--Mary Mann

Legislator fights toxic 'bandwagon'

Frank De Filippo

tional acres of wilderness, bringing
the total to three million statewide.
The delegation also supports release
language that would remove lands not
designated wilderness from re-
consideration until after the year 2000.

Seiberling proposes over one
million acres, with non-wilderness
lands. to be reconsidered for
wilderness status during the next
Forest Serviceplanning stage between
1990 and 1995.

Both Cheney's and Seiberling's
aides said the two are putting a great
deal of effort into working out the
differences. Patti Howe, Cheney's
press secretary in Washington, D.C.,
said the two congressma'n will
continue their talks through the
recess. She said Seiberling has

tion, he, added, was essesenrially a
"blank check for $30,000." The
resolution, however, authorized stud-
ies, The 10 percent participation, or
$30,000, would occur during the actual
clean-up and only after legislative
approval.

The Republican state legislator
also questioned priorities for clean-up.
"Until very recently, Lowry Landfill
was not on the Superfund list. Lowry is
one of the most dangerous places in
the state .."How valid is the list? ,I,

De Felippo said that he looked
forward this ) anuary to seeing a
Superfund bill, rather than a
resolution, and that in general, he
favored industry helping to pay for "he
clean-up of its toxic wastes. But he
said that he did not know of any
companies which had offered to foot
the bill. --M.M.

Wyoming's Wilderness bill is stalemated

The October 1 closure of the U.S.'
Steel Mine at Atlantic CiCfappears to '
be 'more and more permanent. First,
wage reduction negotiations between
the company and union are going
nowhere. Secorid, Wyoming Governor
Ed Herschler is pushing for a quick
decisiori. An announcement of
permanent closure would allow the
stare to launch an . 'extremely
expensive" reclamation project on the
mined land that U.S.'Steel itself is not
responsible for. The project,
Herschler said, would provide jobs for
two or three years for_a portion of the
laid-off miners. Wyoming is also
asking the feds for $367,000 to retrain
half of the laid-offminers.

In a related move, the Wyoming
Department of Environmental Qualiry
said that if the closure is permanent,
U.S. Steel would reclaim the open pits
it is responsible for by creating a
600-acre lake. That news all seems to
point to a permanent closure. Running
in the opposite direction, however, is a
U.S. Steel announcement in late'
November that it' was increasing
activity at its Somerset, Colorado coal
mine which supplies the Geneva, Utah
steel plant with coking coal. Increased
activiry at Geneva' may put the
Arlantic City mine back into
production.

As Congress recessed for the
holidays, the ghost of Christmas Past
haunted the Wyoming wilderness bill,
leaving it locked in a House
.subcomrnittee, the victim of a seem-
ingly unending stalemate between
Wyoming's Rep. Dick Cheney (R) and
the subcommittee's chairman Rep.
John Seiberling (D-Ohio). Last year's
Wyoming wilds bill, very. similv- to
this year's bill, suffered a similar fate. '
It passed the Senate, but died
in the lame duck session in the House.

The two main issues between
Seiberling and Cheney are the number
of acres to be designared wilderness

. and the form of release language.
Cheney and Wyoming senators
MalcomWallop (R) and Alan Simpson
(R) would designate 635,000 addi-

We think we can tell them what'
their problem is.

A California club has been formed
to help attractive people deal with
feelings of loneliness and rejection by
others. But forming the club hasn't
been easy. Co-founder Bliss Kaler said
of an early organizational meeting:

"There were a couple of people
whocame who I didn't think were that I

attractive. But they decided to leave
before things got underway."

already presented the Wyoming-
delegation with a list of alternatives.
The delegation presented him with a
counter offer, she said, that would
give 175,000 additional controversial
acres special protection but without
designating them wilderness.

Those areas include the Snowy
Range, Little Granite Creek, the
Palisades, Huston Park, En-
campment River and the Platte River
Canyon. Howe said under the counter
offer, snowmobiling in the Snowy
Range and oil and gas exploration
under valid existing leases in Little
Granite would be permitted, but
special care would be taken to protect
the areas. Seiberling has yet to
comment on the counter offer.

--Carol} ones
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YELLOWSTONE COALITION

IS SEARCHING /
The Greater Yellowstone Coalition has

begun a search, for an experienced and
innovative executive director to fun the
new organization, now based in Helena,
Montana. The Coalition was formed in
May 1983 by 30 different local, regional
and statewide conservation groups. All
are concerned about threats ro the
nation's largest and still essentially intact
ecosystem, which includes national
forests, private "land , and Yellowstone
and-Teton National Parks. j urjsdiction is
fragmefited.

The Coalition's board of directors
would like an Executive Director to

develop educational prcgrarris , work on
policy developinenr and.irnp lementation,
administer the organization and do
fund-til-ising and public relations. The
salary is $.35,000 to $40,000 plus benefits.
Write to: Search Committee, PO Box 657,
Helena MT 59624.

AN ELECTRIC RATE WHAT?
Sun '.Times reports' that 'Southern

California Edison has. applied for a 4.1
percent decrease in residential rates,
Some, of the decrease, writer Keith
Giarman says, is due to all' the cheap
water power available this wet year . But it
is also due to the fact that rhe! utility has
not tried to build massive coal and nuclear
plants. Instead, it has bought wind and
small hydro power "from independent
producers. SCE has probably also been
helped by the region's coal power
surplus, which has created a buyer's
market. Sun Times is published by the
Solar; Lobby, 1001 Conn. Ave., NW,
Washingron, D.C. 20036. .

ELECTRIC TIPS
If you're wondering what your local

power company could do to conserve and
be innovative, read the Nov.·Dec. 1983
Public Power. Starting on page 24 is a
long list of projects thar public power
companies have tried across the country.
The magazine's address is: 2301 'M' Sr..
NW, Washington, D.C. 20037.

SUMMER FOREST JOBS
I J\"Ppljcations for next year's summer

and ~eason11 Forest Service jobs must be
in by January 15, 1984. Applicants must
be at least 18 years old and may only
apply to one Forest Service Region. Only
this fall's newly revised applicarion forms
will be accepced. Smokejumper posicions
and some higher-paying aid and
technician posicions are nor. included in
rhis application procedure.

For applica.tion forms or more
information, contact any Forest Service
office..~
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ON THE TRACK
If the only tracks you can identify are

those laid down by the railroads, you may
want to buy Identifying Animal Tracks by
Richard Headstrom. The 141-page book
was originally published as Whose Track
Is It? The book is published by Dover, 180
Varick Street, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10014. The
cost is $3.50.

GO EAST FOR FREEDOM
The West is proud of its frontier image

an image that connotes freedom from
the kind of government controls that
afflict the East. But a recene Census
Bureau report tells a different story. It
turns out that the most government is
found on the froMier -- in Alaska,
Wyoming, Nebraska, and New Mexico.
The least government is found in the East
__ Pennsylvania, Kentucky, New Hamp-
shire and Ohio. The U.S. averages 468
government. employees for each 10,000
persons. But in Alaska, with its federal
land, there are 820 government folks per
10,000. Wyoming is second with 659 and
Nebraska and New Mexico are virtually
tied at around 560. At the other end of the
scale are Pennsylvania wit~ 386
government people and Kentucky with
406 per 10,000 population.

A DIME A POOT
With the help of a grant from the

Rocky Mountain Nature Association,
Rocky Mountain National Park has begun
a fund-raising drive to buy 40 acres of
private land within rhe park boundary.
Every dime from donors saves one square
foot of land, and those who give. $5 or
more .receive a certificate of appreciation.
The $85,000 project is expected-to take
two years to buy rhe habirar for river

"otter, elk and mule deer. Donations can
be sent' to Rocky Mountain Nature
Association, Rocky Mountain National
Park, Estes Park CO 80517.

PRECIOUS FLUID
National, Wildlife Week' is March

18-24, 1984, according to the National
Wildlife Federation. They've ser the
theme: "Water: We Can't Live Without
Ir." Teachers can gee a free Wildlife
Education kit and students a poster of a
cougar by writing: NWF, Wildlife Week,
1412 16 Sr.. NW, Washington, D.C.
20036.

PLANNING FOR SUMMeR
The National Wildlife Federation will

again hold itsfamiiy.ori~nted conserve.
cion vacations in the Rockies, the
Adirondacks, and the Blue Ridge
Mountains. For information, write:
Conservation Summits, NWF, 1412 16
St., NW, Washington, o.c. 20036:

PORRENT
Denver real estate brokers were busy

10 the third quarter of 1983, leasing
600,000 .squa.re feet of downtown office
space. But builders were even busier --
they brought nearly one million 'square
feet onto the market in the same period of
rime. Additional buildings started during
the energy boom will keep coming onto
the market into 1984,1pushing vacancy
races up to 25% from today's 22%. There
is currently 5 million square feet of space
available in new buildings and another
1.2 million in subleases. That's about a
three-year supply at current rates. A
moo-square-foor office downtown can be
had for about $2000 per month.

IDAHO'S ENDANGERED ONES
Idaho's endangered species -- the

whooping) crane" gray.t wolf, bald -eagle ,
woodland caribou, grizaly bear and
peregrine falcon - are featured in a new
12-page illustrated booklet. Limited
supplies are available at Department of
Fish and Game offices around. Idaho.

SANj UAN BASIN COAL
The BLM has released a bulky final

Environmemal Impact Statement on
Public Service Company of New Mexico's
proposed New Mexico power plant and
other uses of the Uce Mountain land
exchange. At issue is the building of a
2000-megawatr power plant and the
leasing of large amounts of coal. Perhaps
more important than the EIS itself is the
184 pages of comment letters, since coal
companies, Indian groups, chambers of
commerce and citizen groups are freer
than BLM EIS writers to be clear and
forceful. The volumes are available from:
BLM, N.M. State Omce, p.o. Box 1449,
Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.

SMALL HYDR9 TIPS
"Water Over the Dam -- A Small Scale

Hydro Workbook for Colorado" is
available for $3 through the Colorado
Office of Energy Conservation. It was
produced by the Colorado Small Scale
Hydropower Office in July 1981, with a
fifty-page update added a year ago. The
book helps potential builders of
small-scale hydro sites understand the
process involved, including the feasibility
stage, water law, licenses and exemp'

. rions, environmental considerations,
power marketing, financing, equipment._
and consumer protection. There are also
lists of engineering and manufacturing
firms that specialize in hydropower work
and the right.people to contact at federal
and state agencies.

Write Barbe Chambliss, Colorado
Office of Energy Conservation, 112 E.
14th Ave., Denver CO 80203, or call
3031866·2507.

Also available for free are: Colorado
Siteowners Manual of Engineering and
Manufactun'ng Firms' -- Small Scale
Hydro Services, November 1981, and
Guide to Negotiations Between Small
Power Producers ~nd Uttfities, February
1982.

RILEY RIDGE FINAL EIS
The Final Environmental Impact

Statement for the Riley Ridge National
Gas Project in Western Wyoming's
overthrust belt is 'completed, The £IS
discusses public comment obtained from
the Draft EIS and hearings concerning a
proposal to develop, produce, treat and
transport natural gas from a new well

,field southwest of Big Piney, Wyoming
(HCN. 9119183).

Copies are available at public libraries
and many BLM and Forest Service offices
in western Wyoming as well as offices in
Denver, Colorado, Ogden, Utah and
Washington" D.C. Send comments to the
State Director, BLM, Wyoming State
Office, P.O. Box 1828, Cheyenne, WY
82003 by December 30.

THE MORE THINGS CHANGE
An envelope bearing the slogan:

"Even in the Reagan era, federal
regulations are growing," did nor contain
an invitation to join the Libertarian Party.
Instead, it was a hard-sell for the Indexto
the Code of Federal, Regulations
because' 'now that the Reagan adminis-
tration has had time to shake things up,
it's particularly important to know what
regulations are' in effect." If you have
$625 to spend on an index, call
800/638·'8380 to order your copy.

NRAG OPENING
The Northern Rockies Action Group

(NRAG) is looking for ' an experienced
person to be its M edia and Organization
Development-Trainer. The tn.year-old
NRAG is a non-profit organization that
serves as a training and srategy center for
more' than, 100 citizens groups mostly
located in' Idaho, Montana and Wyoming.
Theposition opens February I, 1984 in
Helena, Montana. For more information,
contact Michael Schechtman, NRAG, 9
Placer Street, Heteoa.rMl' 59601.

PROVING-UP DEADLINE
Claim holders in designated wilder-

ness areas have until December 31, 1983
to "prove up" their unpatented mining
claims. According to the Wilderness Act
of.1964, no claims may be made after that
dale, and only valid claims may be
'developed and operated. A valid claim is
one that has been properly located,
recorded, maintained, and, most signi-
ficantly, has ph ysical evidence of the
discovery of a locate able valuable mineral
dep.osit wit.hin its boundaries.-

All mining claims 'within wilderness
areas are subject to the Forest Service's
Surface Use Regu)ations. The regulations
govern access and surface-disturbing
operations.

DRYUP
If your tigh i:, energy -efficient h'ome is

a tropical rain forest, read Moisture and
Home Energy Conservation prepared by
the National Center for Appropriate
Technology in Butte,' Montana. The
36-page pamphlet describes the symp.'
toms and causes of excess moisture and
prescribes remedies. But be warned that
the publication could turn a happy home
ownq into a hypochondriac wondering if
moisture is rotting the attics or dripping
down from hidden cond.ensation points on
window sash weights.

. The publication bears the Number
DOE/CE/15095-4. No price is listed, ~ut
it's available from the Supt. of
Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Toxics CONFERENCE
A two'-day conference in Philadelphia

will examine toxic substances and their
effects on the environment. Presentations
will address new .scientific findings,
including the natural cycling of toxies in
surface waters and sediments,' the
attenuation of taxies 10 subsurface
environments and effects on human
health. Discussions will probe the
imp.ooa<li-ioOfi.ofthese findings for existing
and proposed environmental regulations.
Dates for the Second National Water
Conference are January 24 and 25,1984.
Hosts are the Academy of Natural
Sciences, American Water Works
Association and Water Pollution Control
Federation. Write 'to James Wilson, the
Second National Water Cobference, The
Academy of-Natural Sci~nces, 19th and
the Parkway, Pi:).iladelphia, PA 19103; or
ca1l21S1299~-1107. .
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KIDS AND WILD CREA TURES
A limited survey of school kids reveals

complex attitudes towards wild animals.
Most of the 300 Connecticut second,

fifth, eighth and eleventh grade students
surveyed had pet -loving attitudes towards
animals. However, "naturalistic" appre-
ciation of wildlife and the outdoors was
much more common than in adults,
especially among older children. Fear of
wild animals radically decreased with
age: 64 percent of second graders, but
only 16 percent of eleverh graders felt
that most wild animals are dangerous to
people.

The children had sophisticated hunt-
ing attitudes. Most approved of hunting
for meat, but were overwhelmingly
opposed to sport-huming .

"Children's Anirudes., Knowledge
and Behaviors Toward Animals" IS
available for $6 from the Superintendent
of Documenrs , U.S,. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 (stock
no. 024-010·00641-2). The survey is the
last phase of· a five-phase study
commissioned by the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service ro examine public attitudes
toward animals. Reports from the first
four phases may also be obtained from
the Superintendent of.Documents.

MINERAL REVENUES REVIEW
it. free report on f~deral mineral

revenues is' available from the Interior
<Dep art me nts Minerals Management

Service. The report overviews mineral
revenues from federal and Indian lands,
their collection, management and distri-
bution, and lease management data.
Focus is on 1982, but summary data from
1920 to 1982 are included. For copies of
Mineral Revenues: the· 1982 Report on
Receipts from Federal and Indian Leases,
write to: Minerals ManagementService. .
12203 Sunrise ValleY. Drive, Mail Stop
612, Reston, VA 22091.

1
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YELLOWSTONE IN WINTER
For those interested in wildlife,

waterfowl, snow, Ice, spectacular
scenery, and some of the coldest weather
in the country, Yellowstone National Park
is opening its winter season on December
15.

TWA Services, Inc. operates Old
Faithful and Mammoth-area reSlaurams
and lodging, provides cross-country ski
and snowmobile rentals, and leads tours
on skis, snowmobiles, sleighs, buses, and
s~owcoaches. The National Park Service
provides twO visitor centers and
naturalist-led activities~

At the Yellowstone Ipstitute, a series
of four and five-day. courses are offered in
the park this winter. All the courses will
be conducted on cross-country skis, and
topics range from photography to wjnter
camping to various aspects of Yellow-
stone's ecology and natural history. The
only park road kept open for cars in the
winter is the one from the northeast park
entrance at Cooke City, Montana to the
north entrance at Gardiner, Montana.
Access from the east, south and west
entrances is by cross-country skis, snow-
mobileS"or snowcoaches.

Contact the Park Service at Box 168 or
the Yellowstone Institute 'at Box 515,
Yellowstone NationaLPark, WY 82190.

I
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can. lower Caner-era recommenda-
tions. Others speculate that he hoped
the imminence of a RARE III would
push Congress into passing a national
wilderness bill the administration
liked.

Whatever Crowell's motives, it is
clear there will be no national
wilderness bill, and no congressional
over-riding of the California decision
with a blanket "sufficiency" law
.saying the RARE 11 Environmental
Impact Statement was valid.

Instead, the Congressional dele-
gations are behaving as separate
kingdoms; each state is seeking its
ownwilderness bill, and hence its own
RARE III innoculation. But passage of
individual state wilderness bills is
tempered by national interests. This is
clearest in the case of Wyoming,
where Ohio Democrat and House
subcommittee chairman John Sei-
berling refuses to let the Wyoming bill
passed by the Senate and unanimously
supported by the Wyoming delegation
go through the House. Seiberling says
the Wyoming wilderness decision is
not only Wyoming's business.

"They are certainly equal partners
in this. Bue after all, this land belongs
to all the people in the United States.
This is National Forest."

Seiberling is proposing 400,000
more acres than the Wyorning
delegation. And he is opposing the
'hard release' of the Senate version of
tile bill. 'Hard release' would forbid
the Forest Service from considering
for wilderness any non-wilderness
land until early in the 21st century,
Seiberling wants 'soft release'
language that would let roadless land
rejected for wilderness be examined
again in this century.

FOr those who wish to see
wildernessbills passed, it is
hopeful that Congressman

Seiberling and" Wyoming Congress-
man Cheney are negotiating, with the
rhetoric kept low key, If they can find a
compromise, then a flood of
wilderness legislation may be passed
for Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, Arizona,
California, Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana. If it is not
resolved, it is possible that the
western states will have little
wilderness legislation this year.
Whatever happens, it seems almost
certain that a large number of eastern
states will have wilderness bills.

Journalistically, this is a very neat
picture: a key western wilderness bill,
blocked on a central, easily under-
stood issue, with the question
dra-matized by the conservative
Wyoming Congressional delegarion
stniggling with eastern liberals such
as Seiberling.

There also seems to be a certain
symmetry. Seiberling is clearly
blocking the Wyoming bill while
conservative western senators such -as
Energy Committee chairman James
McClure (R-m) are said ro be blocking
wilderness bills containing "soft
release" language.

But Tony Bevinerto, a staffer on
Senator McClure's Energy' Commit-
tee, said from Washington that the
situation is not quite so neat. He says
McClure and Wyoming wilderness bill
sponsor Senator Malcolm Wallop
(R.WY) will not retaliate against ~'soft
release" bills.

B~vinetto continued, "It probably
grates on the Wyoming delegation
"when someone arbitrarily says your

/
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bill is no good even though the entire
delegation has signed off on it." But,
he said, the committee is not holding
other bills hostage.

"I don't think rhe bills are stalled
behind Wyoming, In the Senate, if a
delegation is behind a bill, we can
move it." He said bills such as
Oregon's and Washington's, with
united delegations, are moving. "We
did Montana and passed out more
wilderness in Missouri than that
delegation wanted."

It is difficult to know if bills are or
are not being held hostage to achieve
passage of related bills, But it is clear
that both Seiberling and the
Wyoming delegation want to pass
wilderness legislation, even though
they differ on the details. '

But the Reagan administration,
despite its identification with conser-
vative western Senators, appears to be
in a different situation. Andy
Wjessner, an attorney in Washington
to Seiberling's Public Lands Sub-
committee, said that assistant secre-
tary John Crowell "has been telling
eirnber interests -- don't push for
wilderness bills." Wait until RARE III
is done and, "we'll cut down on the
amount of recommended wilderness. ,.,
(High Country News was unable to
check this assertion with the National
Forest Products Association spokes-
man in Washington.)

Wiessner said that given the fact
that neither RARE I nor RAREII could
pass muster in the courts, "There are
considerable reasons to doubt" that
Crowell can deliver a RARE III that
would reduce- wilderness recom-
mendations and be legal. "But
Crowellsincerely believes that he can
do a good job."

Although RARE 11I is certainly a
threat, there are other reasons given
for the sudden burst of wilderness
bills. Senate aide Bevinetro cautions
against putting it all down to
impatience - with the process." He
suggests that over the past several
years valuable work was done and
constituent opinion gathered. "People
feel it's a good rime to be making this
decision. ' ,

Rob Smith, a Sierra Club staffer in
Salt Lake City, suggests that some of
the push may come from those who
oppose wilderness. "The political
climate will never be more favorable to
anti-wilderness" with Senator
McClure in a commanding position in
the Senate and the Reagan adminis-
tration in the White I}ouse.

'He also said that the Federal
Court decision in California
may be moving bills out of

more than a distaste for going
through a third roadless area review.
"There could be a fear that all these

roadless lands could end up in some
sort of limbo."

They could, but they're not likely
to be pushed into that limbo by legal
action from mainstream environmen-
tal groups. The California decision
throwing out the RARE II recom-
-mendations in California didn't corne
as a result of an environmental
group's lawsuit, It was brought by the.
stare of California, under former
Governor Jerry Brown.

Susan Alexander of the Wilderness
_Society in Washington, D.c., said the
national environmental groups knew
RARE II was legally vulnerable: But
they feared that a narional suit
throwing out RARE 11,and locking up
all' roadless lands against timbering,
drilling and road building, would
cause a sharp congressional reaction
_. perhaps a law declaring that RARE
II was sufficient and adopting a small
amount of wilderness acreage.

The environmental groups could
probably go to court today and get a
judgment, blockingall further develop-
ment on roadless lands. Instead, she
said, the groups are being surgical in
approach. 'They are using the
California Jawsuit to block particular
development projects, but not to shut
down all roadless areas.

The main thrust is directed at
Congress. The Sierra Club's Rob
Smith said, "When Crowell came up
with R4RE llI, it raised the specter of
a nation-wide lockup." But it didn't
stampede Congress, he said, because
there was a compromise available.

"We were prepared in all these
states with wilderness bills. By
passing a state wilderness bill, a state
could avoid RAREIII." As a tactic, "It
was sort of like surfing on a tidal
wave. "

'Although risky, Smith continued,
the danger was lessened by the
precedent set in 1980by Colorado and
New Mexico for a state-by-state
approach to wilderness rather rhan a

\ sweeping national bill.
That's the big picture within which

Congress will act on state" wilderness
bills starting January 23, 1984. But
each state is quirky, and anything
could happen, as the following state
by state rundown shows.

Utah

Utah,as always, is one of the
, most interesting of the

western states since the
battle there is a throwback to the early

. wilderness days. Rob Smirh of the
Sierra Club said, "There ,is an
immense philosophical barrier to
overcome with our delegation. It is
difficult for them to acknowledge there

[,

is a wilderness constituency at all. So
in Utah, it represents a truly major
step to even corne up with a
wilderness bill that doesn't have a lot
of funny items in it."

During the summer, the Utah
delegation was proposing a bill which
Smith said was worse than no bill at
all, But since the summer, Utah's
delegation has gone from a non-
wilderness stance to introducing a bill
that provides a basis for discussion.

The summer-to-winter change
came about because of strong middle-
of-the-road support for wilderness
shown in Utah in public hearings the
delegation conducted. That public
suppori was backed by strong pro-
wilderness editorials in the state's
major newspapers.

Gary MacFarlane of the Utah
Wilderness Association says, "They
held four meetings around the state.
They were told their bill wasn't big
enough, that the language was poor,
and that there were too many
exceptions for the wilderness areas it
created .' ,

MacFarlane said the delegation,
led by Republican Senators Jake Garn
and Orrin Hatch, had gone "hard
release" one better, "building in what
we in Utah call time and eternity
release. " It said that land not put into
wilderness by this Congress could
never be considered again.

"They also said there could be
road building in wilderness for control
of noxious weeds. It allowed more
grazing than you could have in
non-wilderness areas. And it allowed
for handicapped access -- rriotorized
access for the handicapped, aged and
infirm, "

MacFarlane said that under those
conditions, even the 615,000 acres the
delegation proposed at the summer
hearings for wilderness wouldn' r be
true wilderness.

The bill the delegation submitted
to the Congress this November was
very different. It contains the
conventional hard release language in
the Wyoming bill, eliminated the road
building and motorized access ex-
ceptions, and upped the acreage to
707,000 acres in eleven areas aro.und
the state.

The 707,000 acres is small
compared with other western states.
But it would be an incredible jump for
Utah, which now has one area .. the
30,000 acre Lone Peak just outside
Salt Lake City near the ski areas _of
Alta and Snow Bird,

MacFarlane said: "It's a positive
first step. A good faith effort." Bur he
also said it ignores some worthy areas
and doesn't provide' enough wilder-
ness in Utah's key roadless area: the
High Uintas .: an east-west trending
range in northeastern Utah. For that
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the key figure in Arizona is Mo Udall,

,who has been accused of Iocking up Alaska

while leaving Arizona open to development

range, the Utah delegation is
proposing 448,000 acres, the Utah
Wilderness Association 659,000 acres,
and the Forest Service in RARE II
512,000 acres, ,

All together, the Utah delegation
proposed 707,000 acres, the Forest
Service. 860,000 acres, and the
wilderness group L6 million acres,

Arizona

The key figure here is
Arizona Demac·rat and
Interior Committee chairman

Mo Udall .. a Congressman who has
incredible clout due to his strong
reputation as both - an envir-on-
mentalist and as the man who is
moving the Central 'Arizona water
project that every developer in the
state wants. He is also taunted by
Alaska Congressman Don Young as
the.person W9? has.Iocked up Alaska
while keeping, Arizona free for, .
development,

Udall is said to see an Arizona
-wilderness bill as a major unsettled
piece of business for him, with 1984
likely to be the year such a bill passes.
He has' been collecting written
statements from the different in-
terests, and has said that there will be
"soft release" in the bill and that he
doesn't even want to be bothered with
an argument about that issue.

According to Rob Smith of the
Sierr,' Club, just as important as
Udall's determination may be the
astoundingly successful industry .
environmentalist negotiations recently
conducted over the Arizona Strip· that
chunk of isolated Arizona land north of
the Grand Canyon and spilling into
southern Utah.

The land is empty of people, but is
rich in both wilderness values and in
uranium. The Arizona Strip, which is
controlled by the BLM, 'contains
750,000 acres in Wilderness Study
Areas. Out of that, the BLM
recommended 30,000 acres fo.r
wilderness. According to Smith, that
low recommendation so inflamed the
environmental community that it
brought Energy Fuels Nuclear into the
picture.

The uranium mining and mill
company, founded by the late Bob
Adams of Steamboat Springs,
Colorado, had always been something
of a maverick in the industry. The
company, Smith said, was interested
in rich' uranium ore deposits in the
area. But it was also interested in
certainty .. it didn't want to see the
area tied up in litigation. It was willing
to deal to gain that certainty.

The result was negotiations with
the Wilderness Society, the Sierra
Club and the National Parks and

/

Conservation Association. Smith said,
"It took 7 to 8 months to hammer out.
There were extensive field trips. ,. But
in the end, it was decided that 380,000
acres out of the 750,000 acres will go
to wilderness. The" conservation
groups got what they wanted, and
Energy Fuels kept out of wilderness
its prime uranium prospects.

The bill sealing this agreement
into law was introduced unanimously
by the Arizona and Utah delegation .s
and is expected to be passed easily in
the 1984 session of Congress.

Just as important, said Smith, is
the tone the compromise set. "Now.
suddenly in Arizona all the different
interests see that a compromise can
pay large dividends." It may pave the
way for a fairly easy Arizona state
wilderness bill on Forest Service
lands.

Montana

Montana already has 3.4
million acres of wilderness,
but it has never had a state

wilderness bill. Its wilderness was all
created piecemeal, rather than by a
comprehensive act which took care of
such things as release language, the
sufficiency of RARE II, ana the like.

Bill Cunningham of the Montana
Wildertless Association in Helena,
which celebrated its 25th anniversary
last week, said his group expects to
see-a 'state wilderness bill introduced
in the 1984 session. "We're pushing
for 2.2 million acres more, with no
compromise." If achieved, it would
give Montana more wilderness than
any other state in the nation. It is now
second to Idaho.

Cunningham said the acreage
would go into 22 new wilderness areas
and 8 existing areas, including the
famous Bob Marshall wilderness.
Unlike Wyoming, Utah, and Idaho,
Montana's Senators Melcher and

Baucus are Democrats and not
philosophically opposed to wilderness.

Idaho

Idaho Republican Senator
James McClure, as chairman
of the all-important Energy

and Natural Resources' subcommittee,
.is playing a key role in the struggle
over release language and' the
Wyoming bill. Elut he' has .yet to
introduce a wilderness bill for his own
state.

Idaho currently has more wilder-
ness thanany other state in the lower
48 .. 3.8 million acres, most of it in the
River of No Return Wilderness. But it
also has the largest potential for more
wilderness 8 .million acres of
National Forest land are still roadless
and technically eligible for wilderness.

Of that 8 million acres, Idaho
governor John Evans, a Democrat, is
proposing that one million be made
wilderness. The timber industry
weighs in with a 590,000-acre
recommendation. At the other end of
the scale; a conservation coalition is
asking for an additional 2.9 million
acres in 31 separate areas, with the
molybdenum-rich, and controversial,
450,000·acre Boulder-White Clouds
mountains area one of several to be
put into protected further study
status.

Colorado

Colorado is the grand old man
. of wilderness states. It and

New Mexico were the first to
have state wilderness bills in 1980.
The Colorado bill set aside 1.4 million
acres in 20 areas for wilderness. That
gave the state 2.6 million acres of
wilderness out of 14 million acres of
Forest Service land.

The bill also took care of general
problems. It declared that the 1979
RARE II EIS was adequate' for
Colorado and ."shall not be subject to
judicial review." It also had soft
release language, saying that the
wilderness characteristics of the land
could be reviewed the next time the
Forest Service redid its plans. Most of
the roadless land freed, however, did
not need to be managed to preserve
wilderness characteristics .

Finally, the bill set aside 18 areas
for further study, including the
controversial Oh-Be-] oyful area near
Crested Butte, which' AMAX is
interested in for its mineral content,

In a bill introduced in November,
Senator Gary Hart' (D. CO) has
proposed creating ten new wilderness
areas in Colorado and expanding
seven existing areas. It would add
733,000 acres to Colorado's system.
Included l,iri the' additions are the
5,500·acro Oh-Be-j oyful, which would
be added to the Raggeds; the
250,OOO·acre Sangre de. Cristo in
southern Colorado near Salida and
Alamosa; and the 55,OOO-acreFossil
Ridge near Gunnison.

The fate of Hart's bill now rests.
with Colorado Republican Senator
William Armstrong and Democratic
Congressman Ray Kogovsek, whose
Western Colorado district covers most
of the proposed areas. Neither man
has indicated which way he will
jump.

Hart aide Donald MacDonald said
that Hart's bill ieaves out only one of
the 18 areas Congress set aside in
1980. That one is Williams Fork, "left
out because otDenver's water rights
in the area." Colorado's wilderness
areas have been battlegrounds over
urban water development,' with
Western Colorado interests fighting to
put proposed water projects into
wilderness so that Denver and other
Front Range cities could not develop
them. In several cases, they
succeeded.

LETTERS
KUDOS TO WALLACE

Dear HCN:-

. Another of the editors here at The
Mother Earth News has a subscription
toHCN, and .. through him .• I've just
seen my first copy... marvelous! I'm
from Durango, Colorado, and can't
imagine why I didn't run across it
there, long ago (subscription-only,
perhaps?). At any .rare, I'd like to

\ '

I

congratulate you on a fine, and
necessary, publication.

'CJiavetli~ Octob~r 14 issue, and
would appreciate your passing along
my kudos to one of the contributors .•
George Wallace. His piece on the elk
hunr echoes my own experiences and
feelings, and is probably the
best-written, most eloquent
philosophy-of-hunting piece I've ever
read. And he's a rancher? He should
consider writing as a career.

At the moment 1can "r afford a sub,
and so will have to continue reading
'second-hand for a while. But 1 would
like cocontribure to your cause-so find
enclosed a check for one of your
Tvshirts (beige .in size large, if you
have it).

Keep up the fine work and very
best wishes for a successful future
with HeN.

Dave Petersen
Hendersonville, NC
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.RATERS, .

of the Me

~ National Monument
", .•
1 Idaho

•
Craters of the Moon.The youngest

,volcanic rocks on the Snake River
Plain. Spatter cones, volcanic craters,
cinder cones, lava tubes, ash, volcanic
bombs and lava flows-calledpahoehoe
and aa. Molds of long-gone tree
trunks, frozen forever.

, A black desolate wasteland. But --
a few aspens, a few limber pines,
chokecherries, sagebrush and deer
tracks. Some life has returned in' the
two thousand year-s -since the last
eruption. #

Craters of the Moonis a national
monument in a remote area .of
southeastern Idaho .. Almost 300,000
people, visited the monument last
summer t but few ventured- into its
wilderness area. TheliastRiver Range
looms nearby; thee-Idaho National'
Engineering Lab andjhe small town of
Areo are to the northeast. A visit is the
closest most of us willget to the moon
itself.

. --Mary Moran
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byT.]. Wolf

As a Bureau brat growing up
iri Denver in the 1950s, my
favorite critter was the
beaver, my contributions

to 'show and tell' at school were
Bureau scale models of dams, and my
idea of a vacation was a family trip out
into the desert where I could see the

.river kicked in the teeth by one or
another dam. I knew about Chuck
Yeager and the other heroes of The
Right Stuff. But my heroes weren't
flyboys or cowboys. They were
engmeers.

That was only narural since my
father was the Bureau engineer (in my
world, there was only one 'Bureau')
who designed the powerplanr at Glen
Canyon Dam on the Colorado River. It
was also natural that I would grow up
thinking Glen Canyon Dam was a
thing of beauty and a joy forever.

"Just think of it from an'
engineer's point of view!" my father
would say, Six ..hundred feet of acurely
angled, dazzling white concrete walls
arching up from the frothy white and
deep green Colorado running in its red
sandstone bedrock, up into the
cloudless blue sky thar caps the
desert.

Wha r a dam! What a site for a
dam! With its crest at an elevation of
3,715 feer above sea level, the dam
backs up the river to create a
marvelous hydropower head. From
that man-made height the water
zooms down stainless steel' rubes to
drive $200 million worth of turbines '--
enormous, delicately balanced tur-
bines housed in the powerplant
nestled in the shelter of the dam's
arch.

Smoothly spinning turbines, pol-
lution-free power, a blooming desert,
What more could anyone want? And ro
cap it off,. as if to defy the Sierra
Club's sensitivities, my father and his
friends threw in a surrealistic twist.
Between the base of the dam and the
powerplant there is a fertile crescent --
a flat, football-field-sized area sown
with rhe finest Kentucky bluegrass,
thriving on cold Colorado River water,

. and carefully tended by Bureau
personnel. It's the meticulous touch of
the engineer. The sign that every·
thing, but everything, has been
thought of and is under control.

The symbolism of that grassy field
was put to hard 'use this summer. For
a time, there was a man 'haying that
peculiar meadow all day, every day. It
was a war- time routine calculated to
keep everyone calm; to show that
everything was under control.

The Bureau showed' the Right Stuff,

How LakePowell

of ,Glen Canyon Dam

But above that calm and
scripted scene, above the
purr-putt of the two-cycle

Briggs and Stratton lawnmower
engine I Glen Canyon Dam was in
trouble. Glen Canyon Dam was
shaking, vibrating madly. Tremen-
dous rumblings from the galleries --
the hollow passages in the dam's
otherwise solid interior -- sent security
guards scurrying to close the top of the
dam to visi tors,

The shuddering had its origin in
Glen Canyon's spillways. Most dams
spill their excess water over the top,
over specially designed concrete
waterfalls that present onlookers with
a show when a reservoir fills and
spills.

Glen Canyon Dam is different. It
spills inside, down spillway runnels
that take the water from upstream,
pass it beneath the dam itself, and
discharge it downstream from 41-foot
diameter spillway mouths.

For two decades, those spillway
mouths gaped dry and empty, ever
since Lake Powell had begun to fill.
But on June 28; 1983, early in the
morning, those spillway runnels were

·at work .. work that was nor going
well. You could hear loud, fearsome
noises in the left gallery within the
dam and also on top, where the rising
sun was warming the white concrete.

If you were on the bridge that
spans the canyon below the dam that
June morning, perhaps enjoying thS
spectacle of the water jetting white out
of the spillway mouths, perhaps
worrying about what the spillage
would do to your river-running friends
downstream, you would have seen a
sight terrifying enough to .put the fear
of God into anyone, but especially into
_an engineer.

You would have seen the steady
sweep of the spillway mouths
suddenly waver, choke, cough, and
then vomit forth half-digested gobbets
of steel reinforced concrete (bad, very
bad), spew out blood-red water (My
God, it's into bedrock), and finally
disgorge great red chunks' of
sandstone into rhesfrorhy chaos below
the dam.

You would have seen the Colorado
River going home, carving rock,
moving deeper, as it has always done.

Ifwe can say a river is wrathful,
then we can say Glen Canyon
Dam was the object of the

Colorado River's wrath last summer,
when flow into the Colorado River
basin grew from the normal 6.96

million acre-feet to 14.6 million
acre-feet during the April to July
runoff.

That doubling threatened to spell
not just the end of the dam, but also
the end of hundreds of professional
careers. The engineers who designed
Idaho's infamous, failed Teton Dam
were forced into retirement because
the dam's failure was actually their
failure. Some of them died soon after.

But if the Bureau lost Glen
Canyon, it would be more than a dozen
or so engineers forced out in disgrace.
It might be the end of the agency. The

~ flooding Coiorado was posing the
same question to the Bureau
engineers that space ·posed to those
who woold navigate it. .Did they
design their technology correctly?
Assuming their design is right, do
they have the skills, the knowledge,

the coolness, and the guts to operate it
under extreme conditions? Do they
pave the right sruff?

It can be argued that more than a
dam, a federal bureau or professional
careers were at stake. The Bureau of
Reclamation stands for an approach to
nature that says rivers, forests,
resources of all kinds are there to be
changed, transformed and reworked,
until they respond to flicks of
switches, until they go on and .off at
will, until they produce exactly what
man wants.

Glen Canyon Dam provides a clear
example .of this dominance over
nature. Glen Canyon and Hoover are
where the undisciplined "useless"
rushing of the river is turned into
electricity -- a form of energy that -can
do all the things engineers want
energy to do ..

The Bureau's approach torivers is

flashboard

A photo -ofone of the radial gates is at
upper...right. The upper left 'box shows a
gate in the shut position. Note the s.foot-
steel flashboards above the gate. The

dam

3176

3135 '.

cross section in ~hemaindiagramshows 'a
gate partially open. It also shows where
the old, plugged diversion funnel meets
the spillway. The numbers arefeet above
sea level.
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almost broke free
this summer

as opposite as can be -to that of the
river runner or kayaker. IThose who
ride rivers, who go with the flow, want
to master a river without breaking it.
They want to experience the river.
without putting their mark on it. The
river people, and those who share
their world view, had as large a stake
in the drama that played out this
summer in Glen Canyon Dam as the
Bureau did.

At stake was the way our society
looks at nature. If that had been
known, all sorts of people would have
been standing on the bridge below the
dam ., a bridge that provides a
wonderful view of the dam and its
spillway mouths, the grassy crescent,
and the powerhouse. It would have
been a great place for -the river
runners to stand and cheer on the
river. And [usr as great a place for
those who feel they and society lost at
Three Mile Island at Teton Dam to
stand and cheer for the Buteau to
show it has the right stuff.

Ifyou had stood with me and my
father on that same bridge at
its dedication in 1959, you

would have been peering down into
the narrow: canyon as he explained
why the river disappeared from view
for a stretch. You would have heard
him say that the Bureau engineers had
routed the river in a runnel around and
under the damsitc so that they could
pour concrete for the dam's
foundations.

Carefully boring through the soft
red sandstone that must do here fat
bedrock, Bureau engineers had
designed two concrete- lined diversion
tunnels that led through the canyon
walls, around the places where the
dam would be married to the canyon
walls (the abutments), and down into
the canyon below, where the runnels
spilled the Colorado back into its
accustomed bed.

If you had returned with us four
years later, in 1963, to witness Lady
Bird Johnson dedicate the completed
dam, you would have seen a different
sight. The diversion tunnels were
plugged now, and the dam had
already trapped enough of the
Colorado's flow to create an infant
Lake Powell -- small, but showing
signs that over the next two decades it
was going to become a very large
reservoir indeed.

This time, you would have heard
my father explain how the engineers
had not wasted the diversion tunnels.
They had poured concrete plugs into

the upper section' of those tunnels,
cutting them off from the river.

But then they had made the
. downstream sections of the two
.diversion runnels part of the new
spillway system. They had built new
tunnels down from above. They had
married the downstream part. of the
diversion tunnel to these new slanting
concrete tubes coming down from
above I with the' connection point
upstream of the dam, right below the
concrete plugs.

Those new slanting spillway
tunnels rise at a 55 degree angle from
their merger with the old diversion
tunnels at the bottom of the reservoir.
Then they open out into the reservoir,
600 feet-upstream from the face. of the
dam, up against the.canyon walls on
each side. Water gets to the
41-foot-wide tunnel intakes by flowing
through concrete approach-channels.

The lips of the spillway tunnels are
at an elevation of 3,648 feet above sea
level. But even when Lake Powell
reaches that height, the spillways
don't necessarily take on water. They
are each guarded by two curved radial
gates, 52.5feet high. Those gates are
raised and lowered by booms
anchored into the canyon walls. When
the gates are down, the water level
must rise another 52.5 feet before it
can flow over the gates and get to the
spillway. That means Lake Powell can

rise to 3,700.5 feet before it can spill.
If water flows into the reservoir faster
than the spillways can take it away,
and the reservoir continues to rise, the
ultimate spillway is the dam itself,
which is at 3,715 feet of elevation ..
. The Bureau engineers are sure the

dam can spill without suffering any
damage. But the $200 million
powerhouse and turbines at its base,
to say nothing of the fertile green
crescent, would be washed away like a .
log.

In addition to. the tunnel spillways, .
the darn has twO other ways to release
water. One is through the river outlet
works (ROW, if you like acronyms) --
four steel conduits, each eight feet in
diameter and controlled by huge
valves.

The third way is the only one the
engineers ever want to use -- through
the steel tubes that lead to the
turbines themselves. For water that
goes through the spillway tunnels or
the river outlet works does not
generate electricity. The Bureau
tries to only use the power plant, so
that every drop of water produces a bit
of electricity. _.

This summer, as everyone
knows, the Bureau had to
waste water. It had to send

water through _the tunnel spillways
and the river outlet works .- water that

didn't produce a watt of energy. In
normal times, that would have. been a
scandal. "But this""summer, waste was
the least of the Bureau's worries.

The real worry. was that, becajsse
of this peculiar design, the Colorado
River came close to beating the
Bureau, close to showing that it and its
people didn't have the right stuff, by-
getting in at the grouqd floor and
blowing out the dam's soft sandstone
foundations.

The underground spillways came
dose to providing a route for the
reservoir to rush under the dam and
down the river, to overwhelm Hoover
Dam, and to continue the process,
toppling the other dominoes in the
system -- t~e dams at Davis, Parker,
Headgare Rock, Palo Verde, Imperial,
Laguna, and Moreles, each of which
was already dealing with desperate
conditions. Suddenly, the Salton Sea
in extreme southern California could
be some fifty million acre-feet bigger.
Or the Colorado River might find a
new outlet, a new way to the sea. A
nver once more. ,;::

Ironically, the ck." Glen Canyon
could have caused might have spared
the visible part of the dam itself. The
river might have carved itself a new
path downstream by ripping open the
diversion tunnels, but the dam might

[Continued on page 12)

A view from above. Note especially that the rig'ht from the left. Roclf. walls back the-tllnnel mouths on the
(lowe,r)lspiltway tunnel passes beneath the 'dam . Note three other side. The radial gates guard them from the
also that water can flow into the spillway tunnels only front (left).

I ,

e-
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Glen
Canyon .•.
(Con'inu~d from page 1Jj

have stood, whatever was gomg on
beneath it.

Certainly, it would stand if water
spilled over it, or piled up behind ir in
even greater quantities than it did this
summer. Glen Canyon is a tough
structure, a gravity dam that is also
curved. Most gravity dams, such as
the Grand Coulee on rhe Columbia, are
straight and set at right angles across
the river.

The straight dam depends on irs
weight to keep it from sliding
downstream. It sets there, squat and
ponderous, pushing back against the
water behind it. But Glen Canyon is
curved like an eggshell, wirh rhe
convex parr of the eggshell pointing
upstream. The result is that· the
downstream force of the water is'
transmitted along the eggshell to the
places where the dam aburs the
canyon walls. Instead of resisting the
water's force by its own brute force, it
enlists the rock of the canyon to hold
back the water.

So rhe dam isn't simply a heavy
irrigation rock set into the-canyon. It is
more like a barhrub plug: the harder
the water pushes on it, the more it
pushes back.

And in a sense .. a sense the river
runners might appreciate .- the Glen
Canyon Dam is made to go with the
flow. Ir is built of enormous concrete
blocks thar are designed to shift, to
settle, to drop into openings, should
they appear, as the pressure on the
dam face shifts or changes.

As we said, this summer,
because of the dam' 5
design, the Colorado River

came close [Q beating the Bureau. The
defense against such a technological
disaster,. or victory for the river,
whichever you choose, was the lining
of the spillway runnels -- a barrier of
concrete reinforced with heavy steel
bars. Alrhough the steel rubes of the
river outlet works and of the power
generating system were designed to
take the beating of tons of water
falling at 120 miles per hour, the
concrete spillways were never meant
to withstand such conditions.

When water rushes over concrete,
no matter how smooth the concrete, it
will erode. The erosion can cascade
and multiply when grains dug our
upstream become grinding, tearing
agents downstream, ripping out ever
larger chunks under the double push
of air pressure and water pressure.

And beyond the man-made
concrete tunnels was something worse
-- soft Jurassic Navajo sandstone.
composed of quartz grains and a lirtle
feldspar. Ir is borh moderately porous
and highly absorptive. Nor the best
bedrock to hold back millions of tons of
water, as the Colorado has been
proving by vrnillenia of downcurting .
But Glen Canyon was the best physical
.site fOf a dam .. a site so narrow and
wirh . walls so high thar Bureau
engineers had to put their spillways
through the rock because there was no
room for them elsewhere.

Spillway damage is norhing new. Ir
.eveD has a special name .. cavitation.
Hoover Darn's- own tunnel spillways
had experienced ir in 1941 arid
Monrana's Yellowtail Dam had
experienced a 1967 episode which
provided rhe dara for designs to
correct the potential problem ar Glen
Canyon. The correction was airslots
builr into the tunnel walls to bleed off
rhe air trapped with rhe water and
reduce pressure.

Adding its overflow to Glen Canyon Dam
was the Morrow Point -Dam: 468 feel
high and the Bureau of Reclamation's

Cavitation is Bruce Moyes' special-
tty. An engineer at the Bureau's
Engineering and Research Center in
Denver, he headed the special team
assigned to moniror and manage Glen
Canyon Dam last summer. His job
now is to make-engineering sense out
of last summer's near-disaster and to
propose design solutions that can be
put into concrete before next spring
brings an equally high runoff.

Working in a building at the
Denver Federal Center so functionally
ugly it has to have been designed by
engineers, Bruce cultivates a beard, a
sense of humor, and a respect for the
power of the Colorado River.

W~en you call Bruce's office, a
voice answers, "Concrete Dams!" in a
[Onereminiscent of one of my father's"
favorite sayings: "I like people and
technical problems, not necessarily in
that order. " '

In addition to his cavitation work,
Bruce has a long-term assignment. He
keeps track of the evolution, the
aging, of Glen Canyon Dam, which he
talks about as if it were a living thing,
a moody critter that moves and
changes, keeping time with the moves
and moods of the Colorado.

In the course of the day 1 spent
with Bruce, I related to him some of
the charges made by Bureau critics
concerning last summer's record
spills. He replied, "Hell, we could
have just run 100,000 cubic feet per
second down the Grand Canyon

first thin--arch double-curvature dam. On
June 29, 1983, Tom Fridmonn took this
picture dxring "one of the rare moments

duringJune and flushed everyone and
everything out. That would have
solved our technical problems and
saved the dams too.

"But our goal was to save the
dams and the people downstream in
the floodplains. Not easy. But we
believe we succeeded as far as
possible under the circumstances."

What were those 'circumstances?'
According to Bruce it' was an ever
mounting flow of water into Lake
Powell that required the Bureau to
balance. off imponderables. The
chronology that follows draws on his
account of the summer and on Bureau
documents.

June 2, 1983. This day can be
taken as the start of the crisis. The
level of Lake Powell exceeds 3,696 feet
above sea level and Bureau officials
decide that powerplanr discharges
alone can . no longer control the
reservoir rise. They raise the left
spillway gates and dump an additional
10,000 cubic feet per second (cfs).
Over the weekend, they increase the
spill to 20;000 cfs,

Jun~ '1J'ain personnel hear
rumbling noises and see material
shooting out of the left spillway
mou th. Engineers fly out from
Denver. But before they arrive, the
dam manager has shut down the left
runnel and opened both .rhe right
spillway gates and the river outlet
works. The Deriver team ·boards a
contraption called the cart, which is

when the dam spills because of
high. water flows."

lowered over the left radial gates and
down into the intake. They observe
some cavitation damage close to the
point where the tunnel from above
joins the horizontal diversion tunnel --
right at the elbow.

That leaves them with nasty
choices. If they reduce flow rhrough
the left spillway tunnel, the reservoir
will continue to rise. If it rises until it
overtops the closed gare, it might jam
the gate shut and water will spill
uncontrollably over the gate into the
runnel. If there is too much water even
for the spillway tunnel, the reservoir
will continue to rise and might overtop
the dam, washing our the powerplant
at its base.

To the engineers on the scene, the
maximum reservoir height seems to
be 3,700 feet -- the top of the radial
gates. But higher authorities in the
Bureau overrule them just as the river
is overruling the dam. Under orders,
the engineers arrange for the
installation of four-foot-high sheets of
plywood, called flashboards, onto the
tops of the radial gates. In effect,
the radial gates are now 56.5 feet
'high, and the reservoir can nse
another {our feet without flowing over
the gates and into the spi1lway
runnels. It buys time by creating a
surcharge pool in Lake Powell.

Along wirh the flashboard installa-
-tion order comes disturbing news from
rhe National Weather Service: inflow
fore cas rs for Lake Powel1 are

,
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Canyon...
(Continued from page 12)

accelerating. Other disturbing news
comes from closer by. The team
descends into the 'dam itself, into its
hollow insides, the galleries, on the
trail of the rumbling noises heard
earlier. Since the left tunnel is
temporarily down, the noise has
ceased. .Bur it doesn't 'take- a 'close
inspection pf the watery confusion in -
the galleries to shew-that _the river'
outlet-works coupling's are leaking,
and that manhole covers throughout
die darn show increasing signs. of
pressurization. Everywhere, like corks
in _shaken champagne bottles, various
systems are responding' to increasing
pressure from the rising wall-of water
behind' the dam and the huge flows
through tile dam.

Meanwhile, on the ..225-mili:
stretch of the Colorado that winds
from Glen Canyon downstream to
Lake Mead, Park Service helicopters
drop the news, about the increasing
releases to .river runners: "Camp
High! Be cautious!" .

The Bureau was takirig its-own
advice. on 'caution' as this report
summarizing the early summer appre-
hensions shows: "The intial concern
upon the June 6 report was noises
from the left tunnel was for the safety
of the dam and its foundation. This
concern predominated throughout the
spill' period."
June 7. The team brings the

powerplantflows up to 28,000 cfs -- 20
percent over normal capacity. They
hold the river outlet works to 15,000
cfs. That keeps water speed down to
only ~Omiles per hour. And they hold
the right spillway to 4000 cfs. They
want to keep it low because it occupies
a, d9:ng,erQu~_.,P.'~i¥,g~~~tf~am f~OIll.I
the dam's foufldal10n. If the right
spillway tunnel broke through to
bedsock, it would threaten the dam's
foundation.

They also get organized. They set
up twice daily inspections of both
spillway portals, of dam abutment
leakage (warer flowing through joints
where the dam meets 'the canyon), and
a more technical evaluation of dam
noises They' have been using:
"Scares rhe hell out of me!" for
serious sounds. From Bruce Moyes'
account, you imagine the team
members like men 10 battle,
experiencing feelings of elation and
camaraderie alternating with convic-
tions of isolation and doom. Noah and
Jonah jokes abound.

June 8. The-left radial gates are
fitted with their flashboards. Attention
rums to the right' radial gates.

Hydraulic computations give addi-
tional reasons to baby the right
. spillway. So long as 'the water erodes
straight down, everything is safe. But
damage patterns, the computations
show, also like to spread out laterally,
or horizonally. Since the right tunnel
elbow is near the' dam, horizontal
damage spreading .. out from the
tunnels could threaten it.

A related worry is that damage to
the concrete plug in the right tunnel
could create a direct connection
bem,een Lake Powell and the river via
the old diversion monel.

June 9. Total discharge is at 48,000
cfs and the National Weather Service
revises irs predictions upward. The
team decides that the river· outlet-
works couplings are going to hold.
June 10-II. The right spillway

radial gates have . their flash boards .
Total discharge'is held at 48,000 cfs.

June 11-12, The river outlet works

are discharging 17,000 cfs with no
problem. But the reservoir continues
to rise.
june 13. The National Weather

Service ups its predictions by 500,000
_acre-feet and the team thinks that its
forecasts will always err on the low
side. They also realize that theycan't

/ totally shut down the spillway tunnels
by lowering the radial gates. That
would put toO' much pressure -on the
jury-rigged plywood flashboards atop
the gates. But Bruce Moyes says there
was 'one comfort:

"The inherent stabiliry of the dam
and its abiliry to bridge 'openings in
the foundation gave us confidence that
no sudden" loss of reservoir was
possible. But arw direct connection (of
the reservoir through the spillway
tunnels to the river downstream) could
lead to erosion of the sandstone and
the potential for -uncontrolled release
into Lake Mead was a real concern."
In other words, the dam could hold but·
.rbe rimnels could give way.

june 15. Discharge is up to 53 ,pOO
cfs, but the reservoir is still rising six
inches a day, Babying the crucial right
tunnel, the team increases the left
runnel by 7000 cfs, upto 12,000 cfs,
and the reservoir as a whole up to
60,000 cfs.
june I6.-Someone figures that only

200 feet of soft Jurass!c sandstone
separate the spillway tunnels' from
the dam abutments,
june 17-21. Anticipating lawsuits

and Congressional investigations, the
team establishes a memo system to
document how decisions are being
reached. That system comes quickly
into use when the left spillway
discharge falters on June 18 and
disappears on June 19. "Ihey take a
chance and lift the left radial gates
further, hoping more water will blast
out the obstruction. It works and the
water discharge downstream of the
dam resumes.

- I... june-;: 2~2. Bureau Gommissioner
Robert Broadbent and all the .big
Bureau chiefs, decide in Salt Lake Ciry
to go from the present 61,000 efs up to
70,000ds at Glen Canyon and to begin
spilling at Hoover. The team is told:
"We strongly recommend that

discharges from Glen Canyon pam be
immediately raised to 70,000 cfs to
protect the safety of the structure. It is
imperative that discharges from
Hoover Dam be raised to 40',000 cfs a
soon as possible .. If the extreme
forecas t of the NWS becomes-
operational, the discharges from borh
dams must be increased."

The team, and the dam, is between
a rock and a hard .place. If the
increased flow of water begins to
destroy the spillway tunnels, they will
have to shut the gates. Thai will knock
down the wooden flashboar..ds and
cause a tremendous, uncontrolled
surge of water into." the already
damaged spillways, possibly destroy-
ing them. "

As if to underscore this concern,
the left tunnel's discharge fails again,
even 'at 2i,oOO ofs,' which should
sweep blockages away. And noise
levels in die dam and spillways are
high. So the ream lowers -the left
spillway to 10,000 cfs ' and increases
the right to 15,000 cfs. Noise drops'
and the left discharge becomes
smooth again. -

A June 23 memo answers the
question: Would overtopping of the
radial gates be serious.

'The answer must be a qualified
yes ... expansion of the damaged area
could affect the stability of the canyon
walls. This is even more critical in the
right tunnel since its elbow is further
upstream" and therefore closer to the
dam abutments.
june 27. Heavy rains and high

temperatures in the, upper Colorado
River Basin force the te-am to go from
the already high 70,000 cfs up to
80,000 cfs. But raising the spillway
gates and actually getting the flow are
two different things, The discharge
from the left spillway is very weak.
And there is booming and vibrating
throughout the galleries on the left
side of the dam.

~-\'"v ..Put' yourself in -the control-room
that June 27 morning, when you feel
frantic about the left spillway
discharge, and you are under orders to
reduce the clam's noise and vibration
before the turbines start to wobble on --
their axes and spin themselves into

destruction, just betore the spillways
also self-destruct.

You can't shut down the power
system, and you dare not shut down
the river outlet works. So you turn the
dials regulating the left spillway not
down, but up -- up from the 25,000 efs
rate that is already performing a
tonsillectomy on the left spillway, up
to 32,000 cfs. Your other hand revs the
right spillway (the one you are really
afraid to use) up, up from 10,000 to
15 ,000 cfs. Counting everything, your
dials tell you the total discharge is
92,000 cfs. What the discharge really
is you have no idea. There are no flow
gauges down in the bedrock.

While you play with the dials,
maybe your inner video flips far up the
channel of the Colorado, far upriver
where the waters of the apocalypse
creep towards Rainbow Bridge, some
eight feet higher than the previous
all-time high water mark. Maybe that
-is where the environmentalists are on
this day of doom, saying: "We told
you so!" Prophesying from Rainbow
Bridge, crying forth in a loud voice to
the empty desert., to. the rising
reservoir: ..Make straight the way of
the Lord. Let the river flow."

Maybe such voices sou~ in your
mind back in the control room, as you
. increase the flow in the righr spillway
up to 27,000 cfs, and wait. Then you
hear it. Outside, the little two-cycle
Briggs and Stratton lawnmower
engine labors on, shaving the
bluegrass down to putting green
qualiry. Comforting, especially as you
, realize you can hear it because the
terrible thundering and vibrating has
stopped. For now.

Downstream from this sudden
peace,. the new Colorado has turned
deadly serious. Since normal flow is
25,000 cfs, a release at 92,000 efs
moves like a tidal wave through the
Grand Canyon. Pontoon rafts forty
feet long capsize at Crystal Rapids,
providing some passe ng'ers -wirh
eight-mile-long lifejacket rides
through seven other major rapids
before they reach shore.

Though helicopters evacuate
around 150 people from the Canyon,

(Continued on p age 14)

Hoover Dam's Nevada Spiilway ran at
peak capar::ityt'his summer, overflowr'ng
at 13,941-r::ubr'r::feet per ser::ondand 4.5

feet above the spillway gates. What was
amazing, say Bureau' of Reclamation
of/;"r::ials,is'that the sprtlway had been dry

every summer sinr::e 1941. This picture
was taken by IE. Kinsley 'on July 22,
1983.

-'.,I~
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Glen
C.nyon...
(Continued from page 13)

dozens are hurt and one drowns. Also
dsowned out and scoured away is the
new (since 1963)riparian habitat made �
possible by Glen Canyon's once steady
releases. The Park Service is mad.-
River runners are mad.

If the unregulated Colorado was
someching that had to be controlIed
with dams, what do you calI this?

June 29. Good news. Forecasts say
flow into Lake Powell is peaking. So
the team drops the Glen Canyon
discharge to 87,000 cfs.

July 2. With both spillway tunnels
at 20,000 cfs, the right discharge
falters. It is upped to 24,000 cfs in an
attempt to sweep it clean. Bur inside
the dam, in a gallery, drainholes begin
to bubble violently. Great sighs of air
and water surge from the drain holes
in the gallery nearest the right tunnel
.; the tunnel that comes closest to the
dam's foundation. The team cuts the
right spillway to 15,000 cfs. The
surges calm, but no one knows what
has happened. Until the plywood
flashboards are replaced with eight.
foor- high strong steel ones .. a job in
progress .. they don't dare shut the
radial gates. And until they shut the
gates, they can't go into the runnels
and inspecr the damage.

July 4. Holiday visitors to the dam
can watch the construction company
working around the clock to install rhe
steel flashboards .. which will be
stronger and four feet higher than rhe
plywood ones.

July 6·7. Thesteel is in place and
the lefr runnel shut down. The team is
swung into the tunnel over the radial-
gates on the cart. There they find

�much more damage than expected. In
fact, the cart cannot proceed through
the tangle of twisted steel and
concrete. The water stilI in the tunnel
prevents an exact evaluation. But they
know there's a: lot.

Most disturbing, they find damage
much higher in the tunnel than expect-
ed: This suggests that rockfalls have
occurred in the tunnel due to
horizontal, or sideways, damage
towardthe dam.

July 8. Today they ride the cart �
into the now-closed right spillway.
They find the damage on this side
starts lower down than it did on the
left. So' they proceed down the'
slanting elbow of the tunnel into the
horizontal section. There they attempt
to launch a rubber boat over the small
lake filling an eroded portion of the
concrete. But they lose the boat to
strange currents and decide it makes
more sense to return to the surface.
They have no desire to be swept out of
the tunnel and into the river. Back at
the surface they open the radial gates,
sending a modest 5000 cfs down each
spillway.

"Damage (to the left spillway) iu-
dudes a massive hole into the sand-
stone to about 36 feet below the tunnel
invert. The ups t r earn-downstrearn
length of this hole was about 150feet.
It extended laterally (horizonally) to
about 15 feet beyond the full runnel
width. "

In the-right spillway tunnel, a large
hole extended ten feet horizonally be-
yond the full runnel width, according
to a report.

July 15. The reservoir finally peaks
at 3708.4 .. some sixry feet above the
spillway tunnel crest of 3648, and a
mere 7 feer below the crest of the dam
itself. Discharges ca'; now be dropped
from 61,000 cfs to 51,000 cfs, where
they remain.

July 23. With the reservoir at
3707.8 feet above sea level, the
spillway gates on both sides are
slammed shut. The eight,foot.high
steel flashboards hold. It is 8 A.M.
Crews prepare for immediate descent
into the spillway tunnels to begin
planning repairs.

Epilogue

When the spillway runnels
were finally completely
dewarered in September,

inspectors found considerable darn-
age.

I wish to thank Chief Engineer Jim
Brown of the Bureau for raking the
time to answer my questions and for

providing me with access to Bill
Anderson and Bruce Moyes. Though
all of the Bureau publications and
.internal documents I have examined
for this article are accessible to the
public, I never would have been able
to sort out key materials without the
help of Bureau personnel. I alone,
however, am responsible for the
interpretation given them.

, ·0

T.J. Wolf is a freelance writer
living in Fort Collins, Colorado. This
article was made possible by the High
Country News Research Fund.

Copyright 1983 by T.J. Wolf and
H,gh Country News.

Bureau downplays damage
'The U.S. Buteau of Reclamation'

says it will cost $10 to $15 million to
repair the two Glen Canyon Dam
spillways damaged last spring. The
Bureau expects the repairs to be
completed by mid'; une, hopefully in
time to handle peak spring runoffs.

The repaired spillways should be
more resistant to the 120 mile per hour
flows. Air slots ate being installed to
reduce the likelihood of damage
caused by cavitation. .

Most of the damage was suffered
by the left spillway. About 1000 cubic
yards of debris .. concrete, steel and
bedrock torn out of the spillways and
rhe canyon walls .. will first have to be
removed ..Large amounts of water will
also have to be pumped out of the
holes.

The Bureau estimates that 4000 to
5000 cubic yards of concrete will be
needed just to fill the holes. An equal
amount will be needed to repair the
damaged concrete lining. For compar-
ison, a large construction truck can

carry about 10 cubic yards of
material.

The work requites the boring of
'runnels into the canyon walls to gain
access to the horizontal section of the
spillways. Th; left spillway repair is to
be completed by mid-April 1984 and
the less severely damaged right
spillway by mid-june 1984.

Clifford Barrett, the Upper
Colorado Regional Director, said that
the extensive repair work necessary

I .didn't mean the dam had been in
serious trouble.

"Despite the damage, which first
had been observed early in June,
neither the dam nor the spillways were
in danger of failing. And while there
was serious damage to the spillway
lining. it was confined to a small area
and at no time would it have caused us
to shut down the spillways. Consider-
ing all rhe water that was spilled (4.4
million acre- feet, including the bypass
tubes), it was remarkable howwell the
spillways performed."

Ob! Weatherby (with apologies to Sir Walter Scott's Lochinvar)

, .;'>

To quote from HeN a verv short line.
There are lands in Alaska less sullied, you, bet,
That will gladly be home to this hiker and ferret.

So the hearing boss said yes, BLMunwound,
And }'oung Weatherby took the podium with a

bound. .
"..~ So stately his form, and so steady his pace,
~ That never a heating such a gallant did grace.

The BLMfretted, the Forest Service scuffed,
"The firms sat dangling all their permits and stuff.
For the public whispered, '<wouldbe a pity,
Not to match our Wilderness to Young

Weatherby.'

And then it happened: HCN told the tale,
The public read the facts, and did loudly wail;
The permits were pulled, the agency caved in,
Birds, deer, fish, people .. they all did win.

. There was noise from Carl Bagge of the giant coal
clan,

AMAX and Amoco, they rode and they ran'.
There was lobbying and suing thtoughout a1l the

land,
But the vast Wilderness .. they had to unhand.
Oh! Young Weatherby is come out of the West,
The West is his passion} to save it his test.

Give a gift of HeN ... Let your friends and relatives follow
the adventures of all the West's Weatherbys in 1984

Mail to: Box V, Paonia, CC5'81428
-S~d---ifi~--d---h----b-;--------Tlse~~~-fi;~;'ft[;$I8J~;--~---rA~i~;~~~~~~on[;$J~70~------1
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City, State. Zip I 0 PI d a eif d ' tI 0 Please send a gifl card in my name. I ease sen a gJ t car In my name.L J

Oh! Young Weatherby is come out of the West,
Here is his passion, it brings out his best.
And save his good backpack, he gadgets has none,
He hikes all alone and he kayaks for fun.
But when told of danger to a Wilderness free,
He determined to fight, did Young Weathetby.

He stayed not for Watt, he stopped not for
Reagan,

He swam the Snake River where bridge there was /"
none. ;(/

But ere he alighted at BLM's gate,
They had consented, for the ga1lanr came late.
Laggards in wildlife, dastards in vegetation,
Were to mine Wilderness and damn reclamation!

Boldly he .srrode into the BLM ha1l,
Among bureaucrats, miners, loggers, and aiL
The craven developers hid 'tween their legs,
When up spake the hearing boss, hands on his

regs:
'Oh come ye in peace or come ye in perfidy,
Or to sneer at our permitting, young Weatherby?'

I long wooed your forest, my suit you did doff,
Love swells like the snowpack, but ebbs like

run-off.
Now I am come with this lost love of mine,
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usefulness of electricity, the real story- is about a
group of men .. competent and dedicated men in
this case -- who take pride and find fulfillment in
dominating rivers by the use of large amounts of
capital and concrete. Those men, and their
counterparts in the oil shale and nuclear and
defense industries, have convinced society to give
them the resources to exercise their talents and
desires.

The environmental movement .- for warn of a .
broader and more" accurate name _. has .taken
those men on over the past twenty years. It is
trying to convince society that the concrete and
steel approach is dying. That the real meaning of
the cost overruns and the two hundred biUion
dollar defense deficit and the failed nuclear power
plants and the escalating medical costs is that the
heavy metals approach is over.

It may not seem so at rhe moment, but we think
'that cultural fight is being won. Evidence is all
around us. President Ronald Reagan will probably
sign more state wilderness legislation into law
than any other president as a result of pressure
from the ground. Millions have forsaken the
armchair and sofa for jogging and cross country
skiing and long-distance cycling. Our youngsters
have been weaned away from the internal
combustion culture into. the low-energy computer
culture. And in what may be a WPPSS followup,
Union Oil can't get its government-funded $600
million dollar oil shale complex to work even as it
gets a new federal promise of several billion more
dollars. .

But there is one vital element missing. The
heavy-metals technology does something the new
approach doesn' r yet'do. It presents people with a
complete ~ream: a dream of push-button energy,
cradle to grave medical > if not health - care,
mindless and effortless entertainment, concrete
highways, suburban homes, and' something called
national security. .

That dream is easy to mock, but it has not yet
been swept away. The bits and pieces of the new
sociery arc all around us, but they haven't yet been
assembled into a single, coherent picture that can
catch the imagination of most of America.

Without doubt, that will happen. If we are to
survive, it must happen. Bur the 'existing techno-
logical culture won't be pushed aside without a
hard fight. The resilience of the Bureau at Glen
Canyon Dam this summer showed that.

A fable for our time
In case you missed it, sprawling through this

issue is a ringing defense of the United States
Bureau of Reclamation. Of course, it is unlikely the
Bureau will recognize it as a defense, let alone a
ringing one. But the defense is implicit in the long
story by Tom Wolf on the dangers that beset Glen
Canyon Dam this summer. .

The story shows that the Arizona dam was
shaken to its foundations and almost torn out by its
roots by the flooding that hit the Colorado River
Basin. The "defe·nse" part of the story lies in the
fact that the Bureau coped heroically with the
flooding.

To use HeN writer Torn Wolfs term from his
namesake, the Bureau people showed they had the
Right Stuff. They took incredible risks, starting
with the erection of plywood flash boards on its
glory hole spillway gates to hold back a million or
so acre-feet of water. They also let the spillway
tunnels be ripped ., to the tune of 10 million
dollars in damages and 10,000 cubic yards of
concrete -- even though one of the two 41-foot
tunnels lies in soft rock directly beneath the dam.
And they let the ripping proceed even though the
engineers couldn't get in' to the tunnels to see how
much damage was being done. So they took
enormous operational risks .. the alternatives were
worse -- and succeeded.

know the risks so we could have recognized the
achievement.

It's too bad because the technological culture
represented by Glen Canyon Dam and the Bureau
could use a couple of victories. Over the past
decade, those of us who believe that technology
has turned into our enemy, and that those who

. operate it are incompetent or corrupt, or both,
have had it all our own way. 1_

The most spectacular technological f~ilu're i~'
Three Mile Island. But far more significant are the
cost overruns and cancellations and sloppy work
that plague nuclear everywhere. This bungling
image is reinforced by the military-industrial
conspiracy - our top-heavy officer corps, which is
far better at muzzling those who would reveal cost
over-runs than at building: helicopters that canflv.

So the fact that the Bureau can build and
operate a piece of high technology under adverse
conditions is a reminder some of the old technolo-
gical culture still has life in it. It may be dead at
the top » where Bureau bigwigs pretend there was
never any danget at the dam -- but the battle for
the future is not being fought at the ,top. It's being
fought at the grassroots, as Tom Wolfs article
shows ..

That battle for the future is over values and
culture. It is a struggle between those who would
dam (and damn) every river, and those who would
use rivers without degrading them into plumbing.
It is between those who choose 'to depend on and
work for a massive technology and bureaucracy,
and those who would depend on themselves. It is a
struggle that is partly with ourselves, and partly

. with the world at large.

They proved themselves in another way. The
flooding showed they had built a sound dam 25
years. ago. Had the Bureau done a sloppy.
construction job, it would have killed them this
summer. The turbines would have been shaken to
pieces, the plugged-up diversion tunnels would
have given way, the radial gates regulating the
spillways would have jammed, or the couplings on
the steel river outlet tunnels would, have burst.

It is too bad Bureau officials pretend there was
never any danger: that the dam had never been..
"threatened; that there was never a chance of the
~reservoir~~gp-awing;~s ;~~y-under the nam ana
'running out through a brand new uncontrolled
.subrerranean outlet. It's too bad they didn't let us

The Tom Wolf story is interesting because it
puts that fight into a human context. It doesn't
cast it as an abstract debate over cost-benefit
ratios or the environmental benefits of this versus
the economic benefits of that. - 0:

Wolf shows that while the Bureau may' talk of
the wonders of a controlled river, and the -EM.

~~-"'----"'IiI!-----~""---~,-LETTERS
HE'S WRITTEN VERSE

Dear HCN,

Your rhyme-schemes are faulty,
Your reasoning pedantic --
Your poet most likely
Wrote that verse in sheer panic!

Of all the examples
Of thoughts put in verse --
(I'll have to admit
that I've written worse!)

We wish you success
In nineteen eighty-four
Merry Christmas to all and
Ne", Subscriptions galore!

Ev and Jean Carter
Corona, California

@19BO,GREG 5\PL£

LOW-ALTITUDE BARKING The National Forest is supposed to
be a multiple use area which all the
citizens may utilize and enjoy.
Hunting, hiking, fishing. camping,
and enjoying die peace and quiet
afforded by the Narional Forest may
be severely affected. I do not believe
that the long-term effect this will have
on wildlife, at the' altitude the flights
will be, has been accurately
determined. More scientific study is
necessary .

I advise that all individuals or
groups concerned about our National

ijoq:sts write to their congressmen
and-to the chief of the Forest Service:
Max Peterson, U.S. Forest Service --
Dept. of Agriculrure , S. Bldg.,
Independence ,""venue, Washing' ton
D.C. . '

Most of the area directly impacted
by the noise and air pollution is
National Forest: If the Air Force is
allowed to use the Narional.Foresr for
supersonic testing, it. will set a
precedent for all National Forests
Therefore, this is not a local issue
facing only citizens of Carron County.
If this is not widely publicized, it may
become a policy to use the National
Forests 'for supersonic training before
many people are aware of it. And after
the fact, it may be too late to do

, anything about it .

Dear HCN,

I enjoyed your newspaper and the
story about the sonic booms in Catron
County, New Mexico. However,
although some of the "dog fights"
may be at 75,000 feet above sea level,
most will be at 15,000 feet above sea
level, which is only. 7,000 feet above
some of the terrain. In- fact, for sonic
booms occurring above 30,000 feet an
EIS is not necessary. The county will
hear ten or more' sonic booms a day.

For more
-....write: Carron

P.O. Box 507,
87830.

information, please
County Commission,
Reserve, New Mexico

Esterly Flores
Reserve, New Mexico

. -'. :e.
-,:'-'---------- ---
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CONSERVATION

High Country News does not speak fat
large-scale or small-scale violence. But we
couldn't help but be cheered by the following brief
WIre service news story:

Gillette, Wyo, Sometimes it Just does not pay
to be cheerful, ,

G,llelte officials say a pizza delivery driver
who unsbed a customer IJa nice day" was
assaulted by the customer,

Officials said the 17-year-old driver delivered-a
pizza to a local mobile home park late Friday, and
after collectrng payment and making change he
urged the customer to "have a nice day. "

The dn"ver sard the customer -responaed with
one punch to his face and six to his stomach.

OffiCials saed the dn-ver suffered a small cut
above ~is ~eft eye, but has chosen not to sign a
complaInt In the incident.

- It's significant that the driver didn't press
charges. He knew that his "have a nice day"
remark was sufficient provocation for an assault.

Perhaps some philanthropic organization could
send the mobile home dweller on 'a nation-wide
rour , When he wasn't clobbering people who
wished him a nice day, 'he could be assaulting

t
\

BOOKS

THE BABY DECISION, an excellent,
objective book that helps one explore this
important life decision. Principles. can be
applied to other areas in life. Specially
priced at '3.95, includes shipping. ~Iso
available, a full line of non-prescription
contraceptives at low prices. Non-Profit

Write for free descriptive brochure,
ZPG· Seattle, Dept. HC, 4426 Burke N.,
Seattle, WA 98103.

HELP WANTED: Executive director
needed for a dynamic conservation
coalition. Duties' include personnel
management, fund raising, public
relations, board and membership de-
velop me n r . $15,000 plus benefits.
Qualifications: high motivation, know-
ledge of natural resource issues', previous
experience. Send resume by Jan. iuro:
Colorado Open Space Council, 2239 E.
Colfax, Denver, CO 80206. No calls,
please. (2x 12)

SOLAR COM~OIlEIiTS
SunLite@ glazing
ARea photovoltaic systems
Solar hot water

Tinker. & Tra,der.
Box 91, Victor, Idaho 83455

208-787-2495

LARSEN'S BICYCLES
255 E. S/]ccmd

Powell, Wyoming 82435
SCHWINN _, TRI,K

STUMPJlJMPER MOUNTAIN HIIO'S

store managers who put up "smile" faces on signs
reading; "Through these doors pass the nicest
people in the world .- our customers."

Roeldes 'big elul/lu:e

A woman little known outside Egypt has just
handed the Rocky Mountain states a wonderful
opportunity.

The region's benefactor is Neamat Fouad
who, according to the Wall Sit-eet journal:
singlehandedly killed Pyramids Oasis -- a glitzy
resort that would have ringed the Pharaohs' tombs
with condos, hotels, swimming pnols and golf
courses.

Mrs. Fouad was outraged when she read an
adverrisemenr promoting Pyramids Oasis building
lots near the pyramids, So she went on a publicity
rampage, charging that foreign investors were
destroying Egypt'S precious heritage. '

Then-president Anwar Sadar; who was blessed
with a development-minded press, easily kept her
rhetoric out of the newspapers. But he couldn't
stop her from taking to the lecture circuit. When
she was finished talking, Egypt -- despite poverty
and need.for foreign earnings -- had decided the
pyramids were fine without 'a circle of hotels and
condos, Sadar was forced to yield to the public
hysteria and drop the plan,

The story suggests, it fairly screams Out', that
rhe Rockies cash in on Egypt'S foJly; that we step

,,>
Address -----:: ~ _

MAIL COUPON & CHECK TO:

MONTANA WILDLIFE FEDERATION
P_O, Box 3526 .
Bozeman, MT, 59715

in, where Egypt stepped out,' All we need
understand is that the wealthy foreigners expected
to buy into Pyramids Oasis weren't uniquely
interested in the pyramids. They just have a
generic need to golf and swim against interesting
backdrops, Fat them, the pyramids 'would have
acted as a conversation piece -- something to chat
about when things got dull, -

It's a need the Rockies could satisfy _ The ads
pushing the Rockies should trumpet America's
progressivism -- that we're only too glad to sell off
our own pyramids. Whether we're talking of
Colorado's Interstate 70 valley, Park City, at
Jackson, we've got good -" the best -- unspoiled,
semi-spoiled aod totally rotten stuff for sale.

The backward Egyptians may have put the
pyramids off limits, but the Rockies are there for
the grabbing, Actually, there's no need to grab,
The Red Carpet is out.

Plus, the West has more than mountains.
Arabs threatened by a high alpine environment,
with all those rocks not yet smashed into sand,
may want to buy into a plush desert community,
greened up with Colorado River water.

This land of purple skies, after all, knows that
mountains, deserts and everything in between are
for subdividing, promoting, and building. The
Egyptians have history; we have smarts. Perhaps
if they had put a pyramid on the back of their
dollar bill, as we did on ours, they'd understand
about value 'and values.

< Ed Marston

NEAT SnIFF

SINGLE PEOPLE NEXUS creares a
nationwide network of cultured singles.
Box)484-A Orlando, FL 328)4

CLASSIFIED ADS COSt 20t per word, prepaid,
$5 minimum. Rates vary for display
advertising; wrire . HeN, Box V, Paonia,
Colorado 81428 or call 303/527·4898 for
furrher information.

Tony's oeu
• We offer a Wide variety of deli
sandwiches 'and grocery items.

• We cater parties of any. size and for
all occasions.

Call us lor your ngxt party

Contllct
Kathy Yergatos

303/571-0424
1322 Stout St.

Denver, CO 80204

:WORl'1

POSITION AVAILABLE "- EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR. Greater Yellowstone Coal-
ition seeks experienced person to help
keep Greater Yellowstone natural.
Duties: fundraising, program planning
and implementation, political action,
administration, public relations. Qualifi-
cations: leadership, communication,
knowledge of environment and Northern
Rockies, political skills, management.
Location: Greater Yellowstone ecosystem.
Salary: S25-40K plus benefits, Write:
SEARCH COMMITTEE, Greater Yellow-
stone Coalition, P.O. Box 657, Helena,
MT 59624, (2xI2)

FIND OUT how you can be an (unpaid) in-
tern at High Country News this winter.
Participate in wrir ing , production and the
inevitable scur-work . Write HeN, Box V,
Paonia, CO 81428, (303) 527-4898,

HeN T-SHIRTS
are grellt gifts

NOTECARDS

Petroglyphs
by Kathy Bogan

10 card set / $4,7'5 ppd.
High Country News Notecards

Box V
Paonia, Colorado 81428

100% COrrON
LIGHT BLUE OR BEIGE

W / BLUE DESIGN
BY SYLVIA LONG

S, M, L, XL
$8.50 POSTPAID

HCN, BOX V, PAONIA
COLORADO 81428

HELP US TO CONSERVE
MONTANA'S WILDLIFE AND

WI LOll FE HABITAT!
JOIN US TODAY!

o SIS Associate 0 S25 Supporting 0 S50 Sustaining
o SlooPatron 0 Benefactor

Namec, -=- _

City, -SState ----LZip, _


